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T

he Middle East has been
battered by a wave of
suicide bombings, all
of them claimed by the
Islamic State (ISIS) or
blamed on the jihadist group as it
reels from major offensives against
its self-proclaimed caliphate that
spans parts of Syria and Iraq.
It was not clear if these operations
were coordinated but they could
mark the start of a wide-ranging retaliation by ISIS for its reverses.
The bombings took place during
Ramadan, the Muslim holy month
during which ISIS spokesman Abu
Mohammad al-Adnani had called
on the group’s adherents to launch
attacks around the world.
No group has claimed responsibility for the deadliest attack, the
June 28th triple bombing that killed
more than 40 people and wounded
140 at Istanbul’s Ataturk international airport, one of the busiest in
the world.
No claim was made either for an
unusual series of suicide bombings — eight in a single day — in the
mainly Christian Lebanese town of
Qaa near the Syrian border on June
27th.
That assault is puzzling because
the town had no military significance and the bombers, who struck
in two waves 18 hours apart, appeared to have little discipline. Several set off their devices — killing
themselves — without causing any
casualties.
The Qaa attacks killed five people and wounded 30 but, given the
scale of the attack, the death toll
should have been much higher.
Lebanese authorities blamed
ISIS, which for four years has been
waging a war along the country’s
north-eastern border with Syria,
where Hezbollah is aiding the Da-

Lebanese women hold weapons in the predominantly Christian village of Qaa, near Lebanon’s border
with Syria, on June 28th, after two waves of suicide bombings struck the village.
mascus regime.
The apparent ease with which
the attackers were able to penetrate
elaborate Lebanese defensive lines
along the mountainous border
triggered fears of a new jihadist offensive aimed at igniting sectarian
rivalries in Lebanon.
Pro-Western Jordan is highly

Operations could
mark the start of
a wide-ranging
retaliation by ISIS
for its reverses.

vulnerable, too. It was hit on June
21st by a lone bomber who struck a
border post, killing six troopers and
wounding 14. It was the only one of
the recent bombings for which ISIS
claimed responsibility.
The group has remained conspicuously silent about the Istanbul
carnage. Turkish authorities insist
ISIS was behind the coordinated
attack, which bore gruesome similarities to recent attacks in Paris and
Brussels.
“If ISIS is indeed behind the attack… this would be a declaration
of war,” observed Turkish analyst
Soner Cagaptay of the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy. “Turkey’s vengeance will come down

like rain from hell.”
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan had long turned a blind
eye to jihadist infiltration of Syria
through Turkey but in recent weeks
has been cracking down on ISIS.
In Yemen, an ISIS affiliate claimed
a wave of attacks in the southern
port of Mukalla on June 27th that
killed 43 people. Security officials
said two suicide bombers and other
militants carried out at least seven
simultaneous attacks, an ISIS signature.

Short-stay apartments and hotels
in Jeddah were almost fully booked
ahead of an expected tourist influx.
Riyadh prepared for Eid with a
festival in Qasr Al-Hokm, a public
park in “Old Riyadh”. Poetry readings, traditional art and a visual
presentation Memories of Riyadh
were planned. Five-star hotels advertised traditional Eid meals for
families.
The mood was darker for millions
of people affected by the Syrian war
and the fight against Islamist militants in Iraq. War-weary Syrians
look to Eid to bring a lull in the fighting but economic issues — led by a
rise in fuel prices and the knock-on
effect on other goods — will keep
celebrations relatively muted.
“Inflation has eaten up all our
savings. My four children were
looking forward to receiving new
clothes,” said Allam Mohamad, a
government employee.
Baghdad is trying to show a festive mood despite fighting against
the Islamic State north of Baghdad.
“No feast without new clothes

and kelaj sweets,” said Baher Kazem, a shopkeeper in central Baghdad. “This year, the mood is different. It is more joyful despite
everything, at least in Baghdad.”

Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.
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Arab world looks forward to Eid as Ramadan nears end
Samar Kadi

Beirut

D

espite the ills of war,
terrorism and sagging
economies,
Muslims
prepared to celebrate Eid
el-Fitr, which ends the
daily sunrise-to-sundown fast that
marks the holy month of Ramadan.
The Eid festivities, which last
several days, begin with the sighting of the new moon of the lunar
month of Shawwal but preparations start days ahead.
In Lebanon, sales and travel
packages are promoted on radio
and television and giant billboards.
“Many families have made reservations to spend the Eid holidays
abroad,” said a representative of
Kurban Travel, one of Lebanon’s
leading travel agencies.
Egypt’s mood is upbeat this Eid
due to optimism that a period of
unrest and terrorist attacks has
come to an end. “This is all thanks

Children pick up toys at the Charity Clothing Bank, ahead of Eid
el-Fitr, in Amman, Jordan, on June 29th.
to the hard work done by security
agencies over the past few years,”
said security expert Khaled Okasha.
Across the region, shops were
packed with families continuing
the Eid tradition of new clothes for
children but many stated concern

about prices.
Sami Hussein, a father of three
who works with Egypt’s Health
Ministry said it cost almost oneand-a-half times his monthly salary
to outfit his children. “I had to buy
on credit,” he said.

Shops are packed
with families buying
clothes for their
children but many
are concerned about
prices.
The Baghdad municipality declared entry to the city’s main
amusement park will be free during the holidays and all rides halfprice.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly's
Travel and Society sections editor.
Contributors for The Arab Weekly
in Cairo, Damascus, Baghdad
and Jeddah contributed to this
report.
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Lebanon raids indicate shift in ISIS tactics
Riad Kahwaji

Dubai

I

slamic State (ISIS) suicide
bombers twice attacked the
Lebanese Christian border
town of Qaa in what appeared
to be a shift towards soft targets
close to the frontier instead of trying to reach further well-protected,
Hezbollah-controlled Shia neighbourhoods and villages.
But the attacks, which left five civilians dead and some 20 wounded,
were poorly planned and executed
by the eight bombers, who were
clearly young and lacked combat
experience.
Nevertheless, the incident confirmed reports by security agencies
of a plot by ISIS to strike several Lebanese targets simultaneously with
the objective of spreading chaos and
terror.
“We received intelligence reports
in the spring that ISIS would send
suicide bombers ready to strike in
Beirut and other predominantly
Shia neighbourhoods to undermine
the security situation in the country
and trigger a sectarian war,” said a
senior Lebanese security official,
who asked not to be named.

The attacks, which left
five civilians dead and
some 20 wounded,
were poorly planned.
“The bombers would not be part
of sleeper cells inside Lebanon but
part of groups crossing the borders
and heading straight to their targets,” he added. “ISIS has adopted
this tactic to avoid having its cells
picked up by the Lebanese military
and security services that have broken up at least seven major terrorist
cells in the past few months.”
The Lebanese military intelligence and other security agencies
have conducted pre-emptive raids
on suspected terrorists who then
revealed information that led to the
break-up of terrorist cells and subsequent foiling of attacks in Lebanon.
The Lebanese Armed Forces
(LAF) enhanced border-control operations and closed many roads into
Lebanon from Syria, which curtailed

the terrorists’ ability to infiltrate the
Lebanese frontiers. Also, Hezbollah,
along with Lebanese military and
security agencies, bolstered security measures around Shia towns and
neighbourhoods.
Those defensive moves seem to
have forced ISIS to adjust tactics
and its targets are no longer confined to Shias but include Christian
towns and tourist sites.

There appears to be a
shift towards soft
targets close to the
frontier.
“The nature of the (Qaa) bombings and the attackers is perhaps
the start of a new and different era
in the confrontation with the terrorists,” said Lebanese Prime Minister
Tammam Salam. “Terrorism does
not distinguish between neighbourhoods and sects and has now struck
a Christian area.”
It is not clear where the eight
bombers came from and what their
final targets were. Interior Minister
Nouhad Machnouk asserted that
at least seven of the bombers were
from inside Syria and not refugee
camps.
According to witness accounts,
the first wave of bombers was seen
early June 27th walking through the
orchards of Qaa by a resident. Analysts said the terrorists were probably on their way to the nearby Shia
town of Hermel when they were discovered.
However, the evening attack in
front of a Qaa church appears to
have been deliberate. Four attackers
rode in on two motorbikes, threw
grenades and then went in different
directions. One apparently set off
his explosive device before reaching a target, slightly injuring five
people.
Using groups of suicide bombers is meant either to facilitate the
breach of a parameter or to inflict
the biggest number of casualties. To
breach a parameter, first attackers
destroy defensive points, opening a
passage for other bombers to strike
inside the targeted facility.
After the first bombers attack a
relatively small crowd, rescue workers and security personnel respond-

ing to the first assault are targeted
by the other bombers.
The first wave of Qaa bombers
chose the wrong time for their attack — dawn — to cause mass casualties, which supports the theory
that the town was not their target.
The second wave of bombers had
poorly trained members who did
not seem to know what they were
doing, setting off bombs and killing
themselves but not inflicting other

casualties.
The second attack prompted the
Lebanese military and security services to focus their search on the
makeshift camps for some 70,000
Syrian refugees in a remote area
about 4km from town.
An estimated 1.5 million Syrian refugees are scattered in many
makeshift camps throughout the
country. The miserable conditions
of the camps make them suitable

sites for terrorist groups to base
their cells and recruit suicide bombers.
The Qaa raids indicate ISIS is targeting Lebanon even though it is
losing ground in Syria and Iraq.
Riad Kahwaji is founder and chief
executive officer of the Institute
for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) based in Dubai
and Beirut.

ISIS claims attack on Jordan military post, dozens arrested
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

T

he Islamic State (ISIS)
claimed responsibility for
the brazen attack across
the Syrian border on an
isolated Jordanian military facility in another sign of challenge to the pro-US kingdom.
ISIS perhaps wants to drag Jordan into the Syrian civil war so
as to weaken the country’s home
front, allowing jihadists to consolidate their foothold in the country,
a neighbour of Syria and Iraq that
also borders other potential targets
— Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Israel.
While security officials admit
there likely are ISIS sleeper cells in
Jordan, they insist most have no
organisational links to the terror
network. Rather, analysts speculate, they are driven by poverty and
joblessness to advocate militant
ideology.
“What have you got to lose if
you’re so poor, you have no job, no
income, no family, no life and nothing to look forward to?” asked Amman political analyst Labib Kamhawi.
“These elements are similar to
Daesh and are as dangerous because they are willing to kill themselves and harm others out of despair but aren’t necessarily part of
the militant group,” Kamhawi said,
referring to ISIS by its Arabic acronym.

Jordanian soldiers and relatives of a soldier killed during the ISIS
attack, during his funeral in the city of Jerash, north of Amman,
on June 21st.
ISIS claimed responsibility for
the June 21st attack six days after
the assault. It posted a video on its
Facebook page showing a vehicle
kicking up dust as it sped across the
desert towards what appeared to be
the Jordanian military outpost.
An orange fireball rose into the
air, followed by a cloud of thick,
black smoke and the sound of an
explosion.
An ISIS statement on Islamist
militant Web sites claimed a “lone”
jihadist carried out the attack. It
said the target was an “AmericanJordanian base” in a north-eastern

border area known as Rukban,
where Jordan’s border meets with
those of Syria and Iraq.
It was not immediately clear if
the outpost hosted US service personnel at the time of the attack. Jordanian and US officials declined to
comment, although it is known that
the facility has had American and
other Western military experts frequently visiting.
Washington spent millions of
dollars setting up a viable security
system across the 563km border
shared with Iraq and Syria. The system includes radar that can detect

movement kilometres away.
The attack, the first on the Syrian border, killed seven Jordanian
security officials and wounded 13
others.
It specifically hurt Jordan because it targeted a military installation regarded as one of the symbols
of sovereignty and national pride.
Jordan has vowed to avenge the
attack and sealed the border with
Syria, depriving tens of thousands
of Syrian refugees stranded in a
makeshift tent camp in Syria of
food and water. Aid officials said
few supplies have reached the refugees since the incident.
It was the second time this year
that ISIS targeted Jordan. In March,
Jordan foiled an ISIS plot planning
terror attacks in the country. In a
shootout with police in the northern city of Irbid, seven jihadists
were killed and 13 were arrested.
Those arrested are to go on trial
in Jordan’s military State Security
Court this year.
Jordanian security officials said
authorities have cracked down on
Islamist suspects around the country, rounding up dozens for questioning since the border incident.
“At least 372 suspects were questioned, with 297 released and more
are being brought in,” a security official said, insisting on anonymity
because he is not allowed to comment on an issue undergoing investigation.
Although security officials said
the attack bore ISIS’s hallmark,
some observers said the Syrian re-

gime of Bashar Assad could have
been behind the assault to avenge
Jordan’s anti-Assad positions.
“I would not rule out the possibility that Assad may have dispatched
some of the rogue organisations in
the area to settle scores with Jordan,” Kamhawi said.
He ruled out links between the
attack in Jordan with those in Lebanon and Turkey, saying: “These
are isolated incidents and we don’t
want to create the monster who will
scare us.”

ISIS claimed
responsibility for the
June 21st attack six
days after the assault.
The border incident unleashed a
domestic debate on what are Jordan’s alternatives. Some proposed
changing Jordan’s public hands-off
approach towards the Syrian crisis
by going to war there and others
said it was appropriate to postpone
parliamentary elections, scheduled
for September, and introduce emergency laws because the country is
in a state of war, fighting terrorism.
However, Jordanian columnist Oraib al-Rantawi, writing June
25th in al-Dustour newspaper,
countered: “ISIS’s defeat can be
achieved by clinging to our national
plans and agenda and by having
elections at their agreed times.”
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly.
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Deadly bombings a major blow to Turkey
Constanze Letsch

Istanbul

T

he devastating triple
suicide bomb attack on
Turkey’s largest airport
killed more than 40 people and wounded hundreds of others, raising serious
questions about security shortfalls
that are seriously damaging Turkey’s economy.
“The only aim of the attack is to
destabilise Turkey,” Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said
in a statement, adding that Turkey
had “the power, determination
and capacity to continue the fight
against terrorism until the end”.
No group immediately claimed
responsibility for the attack on
Istanbul Ataturk Airport, carried
out June 27th just after the time
Muslims break their Ramadan fast.
Turkish authorities, however, said
evidence pointed to the Islamic
State (ISIS).

Turkey’s ambivalence
towards ISIS has led to
devastating security
challenges that will be
difficult to overcome.
Turkish media, quoting police
sources, said the bombers were
members of a Russian-speaking
ISIS cell sent to Turkey from Syria.
Police detained 13 suspects, including three foreigners, in connection to the airport bombings.
Turkey long unnerved both its
NATO allies and critics at home
with an ambivalent stance towards
ISIS, even letting foreign fighters
freely cross its borders into Syria
and Iraq to join the group. This,
analysts said, led to devastating
security challenges that will be dif-

ficult to overcome.
After a string of deadly suicide
attacks on Turkish soil, Turkey intensified the crackdown on ISIS,
raiding safe houses and detaining
hundreds while carrying out crossborder artillery attacks on ISIS
targets in Syria. Experts said they
expect more ISIS revenge attacks.
“Turkey has gradually stepped
up its fight against ISIS after Ankara’s initial reluctance to take
military action against the group,”
said Nihat Ali Ozcan, a counterterrorism expert. “The most dramatic
shift came with Turkey opening
the Incirlik airbase to the US-led
coalition fighting ISIS. Then (ISIS)
declared open war on Ankara.”
In a little more than a year, a total of 17 bomb attacks by Kurdish
militants and ISIS have claimed
almost 300 lives and wounded
about 1,500 more, leaving the government under increasing pressure regarding perceived security
shortcomings.
Turkish Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim insisted there were no
flaws in airport security and that
a lack of preparedness was not to
blame for the assault.
While security experts such as
Ozcan stressed that no country
could be entirely safe from terrorist attacks, many in Turkey are angry that the government failed to
keep them safe in their own country and that the wars at its borders
have increasingly been spreading
into Turkey.
“I would have never expected an
attack of that scale to be possible
at an airport,” said Eftal Erdin, 55, a
taxi driver who has worked around
Ataturk airport for more than 30
years. “We are not afraid. We have
to keep working but we are very
nervous. Some of our colleagues
died there. It could also have been
us.”
The spiralling violence and the

Relatives of a suicide-attack victim mourn during his funeral in Istanbul, on June 29th.
Turkish government’s perceived
weakness in the face of a growing
terrorism threat are taking a heavy
toll on the country’s economy, too.
Turkey is no longer the popular and safe tourism destination it
once was and several countries, including the United States, Germany and France, have warned their
citizens to exercise increased vigilance when travelling to the country. The British Foreign Office said
“further attacks are likely, could be
indiscriminate and may target or affect places visited by foreigners”.
The airport attack is a further
blow to Turkey’s tourism sector,
which was suffering its worst loss-

es in decades. In May 2016, foreign
arrivals decreased by almost 35%
compared to May 2015, the steepest decline since the 1990s, when
violent conflict between the Turkish state and the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) was at its
peak.
Many beaches and hotels remained empty even after the start
of the high summer season. In Istanbul, tour operators said there
had been numerous cancellations
since the attack.
Tourism professionals said they
hoped that Turkey’s recent rapprochement with Israel and Russia would lead to a recovery of

the sector but the Ataturk airport
assault on one of Europe’s busiest
transport hubs might dash their
optimism.
“The Eid is around the corner
and business was about to pick up
again after the explosion in [the
central Istanbul district of] Vezneciler in the beginning of June,” said
Abdulbakir Demir, sitting in front
of his travel agency close to the
busy Taksim Square in Istanbul.
“Now I am afraid that we are finished. If things continue like this,
we will all have to close shop.”
Constanze Letsch is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly in Istanbul.

Turkish Army boosts border security with Syria
Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ottawa

T

urkey is working to better secure its border with
Syria with the Turkish
Army expected to install
new air-defence systems
around the southern province of Kilis, an area repeatedly hit by rocket
fire from Syria.
The systems, which were developed in Turkey, will be deployed at
the Elbeyli border crossing, security
officials said. The new capabilities
include a counter-mortar radar system, a self-propelled air-defence
gun system capable of firing 1,100
rounds per minute and expected
to destroy rockets 4km away and
two batteries of High-Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) along
with scores of armed drones.
Turkey has deployed similar defence systems at the Oncupinar border crossing, also in Kilis. Turkey
said expansion and further development of the air defence systems
to the Elbeyli border crossing will
boost the overall border security.

The Kurdish question
remains the most toxic
threat facing Turkish
national identity and
security.
The bolstering of security at this
section of Turkey’s borders highlights the prospects for establishing
Ankara’s long-demanded vision of a
safe zone in Syria. A safe zone would
serve Turkish interests in northern
Syria by aiding Turkish-backed Arab
and Turkmen rebels and, as a result,
decreasing the likelihood of further
Kurdish advancement towards the
border.
In addition, a safe zone would
create a region of refuge for dis-

placed Syrians, easing the influx of
refugees to Turkey and Europe.
This idea of a safe zone remains
ambitious. With massive support
from the United States and European countries, the Syrian Kurdish
Democratic Union Party (PYD) — an
offshoot of the Kurdistan Workers’
Party (PKK) that Turkey lists as a
terrorist group — has made significant advances in the territory that
Ankara once labelled as a “red line”.

With limited options,
Turkey is looking to
adopt a new policy
towards the war in
Syria.
PYD forces crossed the line earlier this year and moved west of the
Euphrates. The PYD is conducting a
major campaign against the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Manbij, 30km west of
the Euphrates.
Turkey aims to keep the two
Kurdish-controlled regions of Syria
(east of the Euphrates region and
the canton in north-western Syria)
separated from each other. Ankara
fears that there is an increasing possibility that Kurdish forces will link
territory captured from ISIS west
of Manbij with another Kurdishheld area east of Marea. The Kurdish question remains the most toxic
threat facing Turkish national identity and security.
Although Turkey’s government
has the parliamentary authorisation
as well as the support and capability
of the army to take unilateral military action in Syria, Ankara is faced
with roadblocks from international
powers.
The United States and its allies
rely on the PYD to conduct the antiISIS fight. Washington has pushed
for the establishment of the Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF), an umbrella of armed groups in northern Syria composed mainly of PYD

troops with smaller contingents
of Arab fighters to counter
ISIS. Ankara, however, remains concerned, given
the leading role of the
PYD within the SDF.
Adding to the complexity of Turkey’s strategy in
Syria is the role of Russia. Ankara and Moscow
have had tense relations
since Turkey downed
a Russian Su-24 warplane in November 2015.
Moscow increased its military
presence in Syria considerably after
the incident, which pushed Ankara
to rethink its vision for the no-fly
zone, in fear of Russian retaliation
and further complications.
With limited options, Turkey is
looking to adopt a new policy towards the war in Syria. The Turkish government is approaching the
changing realities on its southern
border with pragmatism. Ankara
has downsized its demand for a safe
zone along its entire 800km border
with Syria to calling for the frontier
under Arab rebel control between
Azaz and Jarabulus — about 90km —
to be protected. It is likely that Turkey will increase its arming rebels
near Azaz to capture areas between
al-Rai and Jarabulus from ISIS.
Though Turkey has compromised
with the United States on PYD’s
move west of the Euphrates, it
remains cautious and militarily ready
and is likely
willing
to
make an incursion if Kurdish militants advance offensively.
Abdulrahman al-Masri reports on
politics and news in the Middle
East and Syria in particular. He can
be followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.

Fighters from the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) gather on the
outskirts of the northern Syrian town of Manbij held by ISIS as
they encircle the town cutting off the jihadists main supply route
between Syria and Turkey.
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Saudi deputy crown prince holds talks in Paris
Mona Es Said

Paris

S

olidifying his position on
the international political
stage, Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz completed a trip to France meant to
reinforce traditional ties and promote his ambitious reform plan to
restructure the kingdom’s economy
and wean it off its dependency on
the energy sector.
A French official described Mohammed’s visit as “of great importance due to the diplomatic, military, counterterrorism, economic
and cultural issues that were discussed between the two sides on
the highest level”.
Mohammed, who recently concluded a high-profile visit to the
United States, met with French
President François Hollande, who
last year became the first foreign
head of state to attend a Gulf Cooperation Council summit in Riyadh,
as well as top officials and prominent businessmen.

Mohammed bin
Salman met with
French President
François Hollande, top
officials and
prominent
businessmen.
“The visit constituted an opportunity to listen to Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s plan and vision,”
said French Ambassador to Saudi
Arabia Bertrand Besancenot.
Besancenot explained that ministers who accompanied the prince
met with their French counterparts
to review possible projects and
“study agreements and contracts
that take into consideration Vision
2030 and the Saudi reforms”.
Though no agreements were
signed, new perspectives of cooperation were discussed and studied
in the framework of the Saudi Na-

tional Transformation Programme.
Mohammed bin Salman, chairman of the kingdom’s Council of
Economic Affairs and Development, met with French businessmen and heads of companies at the
French employers’ federation MEDEF to discuss the reform plan.
“Vision 2030 would create big investment opportunities for France
and its companies,” said a French
businessman who was present at
the meeting. There are more than
80 French companies operating in
Saudi Arabia, with an estimated
27,000 French nationals based
there.
Saudi Arabia and France are to
have consultations this fall regarding contract projects that will be
adapted to Vision 2030.
“Vision 2030 will transform our
country,” Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir said addressing a
conference at the Académie Diplomatique think-tank. “It will unleash the potential of youth, create
alternative sources of income, attract foreign investment and diversify our income.”
He said France “had reaffirmed
its support for Saudi Arabia’s Vision
2030 and that the impact of this
would be evident”.
Saudi Arabia and France have
long enjoyed strategic and economic ties and share similar views on a
number of international issues,
particularly with regards to the war
on terror and the conflict in Syria.
“Our points of view on several
foreign policy issues in the region
are very close,” Besancenot said.
French and Saudi ministers recognise that the prospects of a solution in Syria are far off. Jubeir
again argued that Syrian President
Bashar Assad should leave for he
“is responsible for what is happening in Syria”.

French President François Hollande (L) welcomes Saudi Defence Minister and Deputy Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz upon the prince’s arrival at the Élysée Presidential Palace in
Paris, on June 27th.
Lebanon was discussed at length
and, when the French brought
up the subject, the Saudi side explained that the kingdom “did not
abandon Lebanon”. On the contrary, Saudi officials insisted, Riyadh
maintains its support of Lebanon
and “is in favour of filling the presidential vacuum. A president should
be elected but Hezbollah and Iran
are blocking the election.”
Jubeir repeated the Saudi posi-

tion towards Iran’s policies, condemning its acts in the region.
The war in Yemen was “not a war
that we wanted”, Jubeir said. “We
had to defend the government and
open the door for a political process… We hope that the negotiating
process will lead to an agreement.”
Improving communications was
also something Saudi officials emphasised.
“We know that there are falsi-

fied ideas and misperceptions in
the press and in public opinion
in France as to the image of Saudi
Arabia and this is not the fault of
the French government. Maybe, we
should be more open and should
convey more messages and be more
communicative,” Jubeir acknowledged.
Mona Es Said is a Lebanese
journalist based in Paris.

Yemen peace still elusive
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he troubled talks
intended to end the
15-month-old war in
Yemen, adjourned
for two weeks for
Eid el-Fitr with the United
Nations expressing hope
that the break will usher in
a new phase in the negotiations, which have yet to yield
significant results.
Statements by UN Special Envoy on Yemen Ismail Ould
Cheikh Ahmed still carried an optimistic tone regarding the new
phase in the talks despite the deteriorating situation in Yemen.
“After extensive discussions
with the participants, the main
principles that will guide the next
phase of Yemeni talks had been
established,” said UN Deputy
Spokesman Farhan Haq.

In a speech on June
25th, Saleh warned
against any settlement
that did not include
him.

A boy releases a dove in Sana’a as part of a campaign to push
Yemeni negotiators in Kuwait to reach a peace agreement.

“The two delegations will use
the coming two weeks to meet
their respective leaderships and
will then return to Kuwait on July
15th with practical recommendations on how to implement the
necessary mechanisms that will
enable them to sign a peace accord
and end the conflict in Yemen.”
“Delegations must return with
practical steps based on the rec-

ommendations of the previous discussions they had in Kuwait,” Ould
Cheikh Ahmed wrote on his official
Twitter account. However, the issues plaguing the negotiations and
war go beyond that.
A major issue of contention has
been the fate of former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh. In a speech
June 25th, Saleh warned against
any settlement that did not include
him. He called the talks in Kuwait a
“waste of time”.
Riyadh has managed to marginalise the former Yemeni leader,
who is viewed by the coalition
fighting the Houthis as a chief
cause of the issues afflicting the
war in Yemen and the UN-sponsored talks.
Furthermore, the demand by the
Houthi rebels to be a part of a transitional coalition government continues to be a non-starter for Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi and his supporters.
Abdullah al-Alaimi, a member of
the Yemeni government delegation
in Kuwait, rejected “rewarding”
the Houthis for trying to take over
the country through illegitimate
means. In an interview with Arabic
news channel, Al Arabiya, Alaimi
said that forming a unity government did not fall under agreed-to
negotiation guidelines. He said the
Yemeni government could not offer further concessions.
As the Kuwait talks prepared for
a pause, the situation in Yemen deteriorated, with both sides mostly
ignoring the ceasefire.
Yemeni government sources told
The Arab Weekly that the fighting escalation is due to the failure
of reaching a political settlement
in Kuwait because of the rebels’

refusal to make concessions. The
source emphasised that ceasefire violations were intended to
strengthen the rebels’ hands during negotiations but that has had
opposite effect on proceedings.
According to the pan-Arab daily
Asharq Al-Awsat, forces loyal to
the internationally recognised
government have made advances
towards Sana’a and have the main
airport in their sights.

As the Kuwait
talks prepared
for a pause, the
situation in Yemen
deteriorated.
“Pro-legitimacy forces made a
relative progress in the areas of
Fardat Naham and Al-Jouf and are
now at the outskirts of Sana’a airport,” said Major-General Naser alTahri, who added that troops were
waiting for orders to proceed.
According to Tahri, around 30
high-ranking military officials affiliated with Saleh have clandestinely fled after government forces
closed in on the capital.
The war in Yemen began after
the Shia Houthis and their allies
overran Sana’a in September 2014
and seized most of the country.
Hadi fled to Saudi Arabia.
An Arab coalition, led by Saudi
Arabia and supported by the United States and Britain, began an
air campaign against the rebels in
March 2015. Arab coalition ground
troops later entered the fight.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf section editor of The Arab
Weekly.
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Iraq’s Sunnis: Paying a heavy toll
Sameer Nouri Yacoub

Utica, Michigan

A

lmost since the toppling
of the Sunni regime of
Iraqi despot Saddam
Hussein, many Sunnis
have been engaged in a
bloody insurgency against Baghdad
governments led by members of
the majority Shia sect.
Sunni areas have sustained the
heaviest damage since the 2003 USled invasion. The community itself
was the biggest loser in every endeavour it undertook to restore the
dominance it lost 13 years ago.
Perhaps its worst loss is in Falluja, which the Shia-dominated Iraqi
Army recently recaptured from the
militant Sunni Islamic State (ISIS).

Perhaps the worst loss
was in Falluja, which
the Shia-dominated
Iraqi Army recently
recaptured from the
militant Sunni Islamic
State (ISIS).
“Falluja is totally destroyed. Its
people are poor and desperate. The
city suffered under ISIS rule from
January 2014, the longest in Iraq,
and also an army siege for several
months this year,” said Ziad alDuleimi, a Sunni tribesman from
neighbouring Ramadi.
“There’s a humanitarian catastrophe awaiting us in Falluja. It will
be visible to everyone when the
army pulls out of the city.”
Duleimi said Falluja “will pay a
heavy price for years to come for
having been one of the most tenacious ISIS strongholds in Iraq”.
“Neither the Iraqi army, government and people, nor the pro-Iranian Shia militias will forgive and

forget Falluja any time soon,” he
added.
He warned that settling scores
began as residents fled Falluja
and the army worked its way into
the city. Militias reportedly killed
scores of people suspected to have
links to ISIS.
Although Iraq’s Shias are a
majority, Sunnis dominated the
country for decades, backed by
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Arab
countries concerned that a change
would allow Iran, the Middle East’s
largest Shia country, more sway in
the region.
Top army commanders and senior government officials were traditionally Sunni and kept the Shias
in check. That came to a sudden
change with the invasion in 2003.
Washington, angered by the violent and autocratic rule of Saddam,
kept the community at arm’s
length. This allowed anti-Saddam
Shia clerics and political parties to
take power.
Iraq’s new rulers immediately
dismantled the army and the Arab
Ba’ath Socialist Party, two pillars
of Sunni power. Ostracised Sunnis
launched a bloody insurgency.
Lacking religious and political
leadership, the Sunnis made a grave
mistake by largely boycotting January 2005 parliamentary elections
that created the National Assembly
that was given the mandate to write
the new constitution. The Shias’
political alliance and a coalition of
Kurdish parties won the majority
of seats in the National Assembly,
leaving the Sunnis with almost no
say in politics.
The most painful chapter for
Sunnis was violence waged by insurgents and jihadists against the
Americans and the Iraqi security
forces, including the battles for Falluja beginning in 2004.
The city suffered extensive damage to houses, mosques, city servic-

A newly opened camp in Amriyat al-Falluja shelters Iraqis displaced from Falluja.
es and businesses. Residents were
only allowed to return after undergoing biometric identification, provided they carried identification
cards at all times. Falluja residents
had to wait at security checkpoints
for hours before they could enter
the city, which remained mostly offlimits to other Iraqis
In February 2006, gunmen believed to be with al-Qaida, which
was responsible for many attacks on
Shia population, bombed al-Askri
shrine, one of Iraq’s most revered
Shia places. The incident ignited revenge attacks against Sunnis.
Shia death squads were unleashed
and Sunni men would vanish at security checkpoints manned by police and soldiers loyal to Shia militias. This prompted a Sunni exodus
from Baghdad to Sunni provinces in

the Iraqi north and west. The new
reality enhanced Shia dominance in
Baghdad as more Shias moved into
the capital.
Baghdad analyst Saif al-Izzawi
said the Sunni rebellion against the
central government since 2003 has
led to mistrust of the Sunni minority by many Iraqis.
“Arab Sunnis have been the main
losers through the destructive
struggles hitting Iraq. It seems that
all are in agreement to usurp their
land and rights,” Izzawi said.
Sunni lawmaker Hamid al-Mutlaq
said Sunnis have paid “a
high price” because
they rejected the
US occupation and

sought to maintain Iraq as a united
Arab country.
“For these reasons, many people,
inside and outside Iraq, wanted and
worked hard to destroy the Sunni
community in Iraq,” Mutlaq said.
Mutlaq emphasised that, in contrast to the Kurds and Shias, Sunnis
lack a religious or political leadership that has a clear vision on what
should be done to preserve the
rights of Sunnis in Iraq.
“I see no bright future for Sunnis in Iraq,” he said. “Our cities are
being destroyed. Our men are being killed. Our lands are taken. For
many of us, an autonomous Sunni
region could be the only way to survive this genocide”.
Sameer Nouri Yacoub is an Iraqi
journalist in Michigan.

Yazidis to take ISIS to international
court for genocide
Sameer Yousif

Erbil

A

UN report claiming
that Islamic State (ISIS)
militants
committed
genocide against Yazidi
communities in Syria
and Iraq unleashed dozens of requests to sue the jihadists.
Yazda, the global Yazidi organisation, is leading the campaign to
bring ISIS to trial before the International Criminal Court (ICC) in
The Hague.
The information by Princess
Uruba Bayzid Ismael, one of a
few remaining Yazidi royal family
members, came days after UN investigators presented a report on
their findings on the Yazidis.
Ismael said ICC judges have
heard cases of Yazidi women who
said they had been used by ISIS as
sex slaves. Asked if she expected
the cases, if eventually turned into
lawsuits, may bring an international recognition that ISIS committed
genocide against Yazidis, the princess suggested that what really
mattered was to have history record the genocide against Yazidis.

UN investigators said
ISIS committed
genocide against
Yazidis in Syria and
Iraq.
“After 100 years of the genocide
in Armenia, only Germany recognised it,” she said. “In our case,
we may not get that far but it is
certainly worthwhile to make the
effort and to remind the world and
future generations of the atroci-

ties committed by this terror group
against our people.”
UN investigators said ISIS committed genocide against Yazidis in
Syria and Iraq, seeking to destroy
the ethno-religious group through
killings, sexual slavery and other
crimes.

There are 400,000
displaced Yazidis,
65,000 immigrants,
5,838 kidnapped, 841
missing, 1,280 killed,
280 dead and 890
wounded.
“The genocide of the Yazidis is
ongoing,” the investigators said,
urging major powers to rescue
the approximately 3,200 Kurdish
Yazidi women and children held by
ISIS and refer the case to the ICC.
The UN General Assembly regards genocide as a crime prosecuted under international law for
whatever context or reason, be it
religious, racial, ethnic or political. Masroor Aswad Mohialdeen,
a member of the Iraqi High Commission for Human Rights, said
ISIS “denied the Yazidis their right
of existence because of their religion”.
“Iraq’s parliament and government have confirmed the genocide that ISIS committed against
the Yazidis and the other ethnoreligious groups that were living in
the areas controlled by ISIS,” Mohialdeen said.
“There’s an international will to
have the war crimes against the
Yazidis brought to the world’s tribunal,” he said, pointing out that
there were allegations of atrocities committed against Turkmen,
Christians, Shias and even Sunnis

in areas ruled by ISIS. He insisted
that the worst crimes were committed against Yazidis.
International attention will
“give the Iraqi government
the support needed to sue
ISIS agents and to cut
their financial resources”, Mohialdeen said.
“There is an international project to protect
the ethno-religion minorities through establishing a region for them
in the Mosul plain,
north of Iraq,” he
said.
According to the
Directorate for the
Yazidi Affairs in the
regional
government of Iraqi Kurdistan there were
550,000 Yazidis
in northern Iraq
prior to ISIS taking control of the
area.
Now, there are
400,000 displaced
Yazidis, 65,000 immigrants, 5,838
kidnapped, 841 missing, 1,280
killed, 280 dead and 890 wounded, according to the statistics. It
said 18 Yazidi shrines were destroyed and 12 mass graves with
hundreds of skeletons were discovered in Sinjar.
Ismael said she hoped world
governments and international
organisations would help free the
kidnapped Yazidis, who are mostly women and children.
“It is also necessary to bring to
trial the criminals who helped the
militants enter the Yazidi towns
to commit their atrocities”, she
said, pointing to ISIS help coming

A 2014 file picture shows displaced people from the minority
Yazidi sect, fleeing violence from forces loyal to ISIS in Sinjar
town, walk towards the Syrian border on the outskirts of Sinjar
mountain near the Syrian border town of Elierbeh of Hasakah
governorate.
from unnamed Iraqi “extremist
Muslims” and Kurdish peshmerga
forces in Sinjar.
The town of Sinjar has come to
define the war for northern Iraq
since ISIS seized it in August 2014
and ruled it for 15 months. The
militants killed, enslaved or kidnapped thousands of Yazidis, in
cluding women and children.
About 50,000 others fled but
were trapped on Mount Sinjar

above the city without food or wa
ter for days until they were rescued
by Syrian Kurdish forces.
ISIS considers Yazidis, who have
their own beliefs, customs and traditions, infidels who should convert to Islam or be killed.
Sameer Yousif, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is a contributor
for The Arab Weekly from
northern Iraq.
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Concerns after Brexit

T

he manifestations of intolerance unleashed by the
vote for Brexit are a source of concern.
Some observers say the British exit from the
European Union may not materialise but that is
beside the point.
The fact that some in England interpreted the vote
in favour of Brexit as a licence to harass migrants is
worrisome considering the time-honoured reputation of Britain
as a country of tolerance and coexistence between communities.
Some of the manifestations of bigotry are the result of a Brexit
campaign punctuated by xenophobic excesses.
Beyond Britain, it has been quite an eye opener to realise that,
26 years after the fall of the Berlin wall, Europe is still struggling
to accept the notion of a community without borders.
The anti-immigrant populist movements in many EU countries
have implications beyond Europe and the Brexit vote could
encourage movements to even more aggressively preach intolerance of Arab, Muslim and other immigrants.
Leaders of these movements whip up fear of Arabs and Muslims
by depicting them as security threats, even if they are law-abiding European nationals or legal residents.
To boost their political fortunes, they have used dramatic
pictures of thousands of migrants crossing into Europe as an
illustration of an imminent danger to the identity and economic
interests of Europe.
While some European countries, such as Germany, pledged to
absorb as many immigrants as possible, others chose to build new
fences along old borders.
Negotiations between Turkey and the European Union for
visa-free access for Turkish citizens provided additional ammunition for far-right, anti-immigration and anti-Muslim political
parties. The Old Continent, they warned, would be swarmed by
Muslims.
The Brexit debate spread a simplistic narrative about “taking
our country back” from the globalised world order, with the
implicit promise that would bring an easier and more comfortable life for those who have fallen by the wayside.
A logical corollary of this narrative would have Europe leaving
the southern part of the Mediterranean to fend for itself in coping
with its socioeconomic hardships, wars and conflicts.
Even if its focus is likely to be inward as it faces its own internal
upheaval, the European Union cannot ignore its geography nor
underestimate how interconnected are the fates of populations
across the Mediterranean.
The temptation to pursue hostile isolationism has increased in
the United States, too. An anti-immigration narrative that is
glaringly anti-Islamic has crept into the US public debate, triggered in large part by outrageous proposals and rhetoric of likely
Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump.
According to a recent PRRI/Brookings Immigration Survey, 40%
of Americans polled said they support “temporarily banning
Muslims from entering the United States”. This position is stated
by 77% of Trump supporters and 64% of all Republicans included
in the poll. US public opinion is even more supportive of “passing
a law to prevent Syrian refugees from entering the United States”.
More than ever, the Arab world has to assume its own responsibility to address the current challenges it faces and make the right
decisions to solve them. Stronger relationships and collaboration
are needed between countries of the Middle East and North
Africa and the rest of the world. Isolationism and prejudice will
only make matters worse for everyone.
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Erdogan’s foreign
policy ‘reset’

I

t seems Turkey’s controversial president has hit the
reset button on his foreign
policies, renewing ties with
Israel and almost apologising to Moscow for the
downing of a Russian warplane
Yavuz Baydar
on the Syrian border last year.
On the heels of Ankara’s foreign
policy shift came the bloody attack
on Istanbul Ataturk International
Airport by at least three terrorists,
setting off gunfire and explosions
that killed more than 40 people.
With the normalisation
agreement with Israel containing
a retreat on Ankara’s long-term
“red line” demand that the Gaza
blockade be lifted and an apology
expressed to Russian President
Vladimir Putin, Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
embarked on a new regional policy
journey.
In a nutshell, it means a
reset — a return to the “factory
settings” of Ankara’s decades-long
traditional line marked by noninterventionism.
The rift between Turkey and
Israel had marred a relationship
between the region’s two
strongest powers and ruptured
the Palestinian peace process,
stripping Turkey of the pivotal
role in the region to which it had
aspired. The bloody Mavi Marmara
incident off Gaza in May 2010 put
an end to that.
The disruption of traditional ties
worked mostly to the disadvantage
of the Justice and Development
Party (AKP) government. It lost
the support of the critical Jewish
lobby in the United States, became
alienated with the Palestinian
Authority and, with the addition
of leadership change in Egypt,
found itself first adrift and soon
dragged into the vortex of the
Syrian horror.
As with all things erratic, one
thing led to another, and the
downing of the Russian warplane
by the Turkish Air Force last
November marked, perhaps, the
end of Ankara’s pursuit
of grandeur — beyond its
Erdogan had no
diplomatic and military
capabilities — to claim
choice but to step
regional supremacy,
articulated as in its desire
back, given the
for regime change in Syria.
international
Erdogan had no choice
but to step back, given the
isolation he faced.
international isolation he
faced and the strategic
damage caused by
acrimonious rifts with two
countries whose foreign policy
architecture and intelligence craft
Ankara failed to match.

The result of the previous “Zero
Problems with Our Neighbours”
policy left Turkey with a rubble
made of failures: It raised
suspicion among Arab countries
that Ankara’s real agenda was to
reproduce an Ottoman hinterland
in the Middle East rather than
building benevolent economic
interdependency; the exercise
to topple President Bashar
Assad’s regime in Syria proved
to be damaging with a massive
influx of Syrian refugees; and the
misreading of the global battle
against the Islamic State (ISIS) led
Ankara to open a front against the
Kurds in Turkey and Syria.
The new, mild-spoken prime
minister, Binali Yıldırım, said:
“We shall now minimise our
enemies and increase friends.”
That seems easier said than done.
Although Putin is reported to
have promised to lift sanctions
and allow Russian tourists to
return to Turkey, the terror attack
at Istanbul airport is a lucid
indication that, unless Erdogan
clarifies his position vis-à-vis the
jihadists and reopens peace talks
with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) at home, the tourism sector
in Turkey will not be healing from
huge setbacks.
Not only that, with Russia
having the upper hand in the
Syrian chess match, Ankara will
find itself sharply revising its
policy on the Assad regime as
well.
As for Israel, close relations
between Israeli Defence Minister
Avigdor Lieberman and Moscow
makes Ankara’s hand vulnerable
in the regional political game.
Also, perceived as unable to
have the Gaza blockade lifted
despite a load of anti-Israeli
rhetoric, it is clear Erdogan lost
popularity within the Arab masses
and, more seriously, at home.
A potentially lucrative aspect
of the deal is the natural gas off
Israeli shores but it will require a
solution, for geopolitical reasons,
on Cyprus, yet another strain on
the AKP government.
In many ways, it seems clear
that Turkey’s muscle flexing
ended in its disfavour, yet the
shift on its foreign policy creates
new ground for opportunities to
decrease tensions.
An abortive cycle may be ending
but questions on the region’s
two troubled peoples — Kurds
and Palestinians — remain as
problematic as before.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist based in Istanbul.
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Mosul is no Falluja

Asaad al-Basri

A

s Iraqi government
troops celebrated
their liberation of
the western city of
Falluja from Islamic
State (ISIS), US
officials warned not to expect
Mosul, the biggest urban centre
controlled by the jihadists, to be
taken back any time soon.
The use of Iranian-backed
Shia militias known as Popular
Mobilisation Forces (PMF) to
recapture Falluja is also a cause of
concern as they have been accused
of torturing and killing fleeing
civilians from the city.
US Director of National
Intelligence James Clapper said
it was unlikely Mosul would be
liberated this year, warning that
the conflict against ISIS could last
for years, perhaps decades.
Before the army offensive
against Falluja, it had a population
of some 250,000. Mosul though
has at least 3 million inhabitants
and the prospect of ISIS using
civilians as human shields is
high. ISIS fighters from Falluja
and its environs retreating north
towards Mosul are likely to make
the city their last line of defence in
Iraq. The militant forces are also
much more entrenched in Mosul,
meaning the army is unlikely to be
able to root them out on its own.
If the streets of Mosul were to
become the scene of guerrilla
warfare between Shia militias
and ISIS fighters, it could drag the
entire country — or, indeed, the
region — into sectarian war.
The United States does not want
to upset the balance of power
between the three major powers
in the region — Turkey, Iran and
Saudi Arabia — while Iraq will
need the backing of at least one
such regional power to deal a
decisive blow against ISIS.
Tensions are on the rise between
Iran and Saudi Arabia, with Arab
Gulf states particularly concerned
about Tehran’s growing influence
not just in Iraq but among Arab
Shias across the region. More
worryingly for Riyadh are the
signs coming out of Iraq of Iraqi

Iraqi security forces help civilians on the outskirts of Al-Shirqat, south of Mosul, Iraq, on June 25th.
Sunni political and tribal leaders
seemingly moving closer to
Tehran.
With ISIS’s presence in Iraq, the
country’s Sunnis have become
increasingly reliant on Iran for
humanitarian assistance, not to
mention their hopes of liberating
ISIS-held territory. This is why
the liberation of Falluja was
so important, even with the
allegations that have been made
against Shia militias.
These militias, incidentally,
have been designated as official
government troops by Abadi,
while Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps al-Quds Force leader
Major-General Qassem Soleimani
— a figure reviled across the Arab

world — is present in liberated
Falluja under official government
sanction, as an official military
adviser.
This is despite patently false
claims by Iraqi Defence Minister
Khaled al-Obeidi, a Sunni, who has
officially denied that Soleimani
is even in Iraq, although many
photographs have been published
confirming this.
The complex situation points to
an even more complicated future,
with Iran and its pro-Shia militias
wanting to drive out ISIS but
ensure that this is not claimed as a
victory for Saudi Arabia, which is
also fighting ISIS.
For this reason, the liberation
of Mosul must, by necessity, be

different from that of Falluja,
with Riyadh taking a far more
hands-on approach, particularly
given that any more scenes of
sectarian tensions — such as those
that accompanied the liberation
of Falluja — could lead to regional
sectarian war.
Just because all parties — Saudi
Arabia and Iran, Iraq’s tribal
Sunnis and pro-Shia militias —
are on the same side in the fight
against ISIS, this does not mean
that they have complementary
interests. The eventual operation
to liberate Mosul will depend on
the interaction of these opposing
regional interests.
Asaad al-Basri is an Iraqi writer.

Brexit was a victory for nativism over rationality

B

ritain’s vote to leave
the European Union
involved many issues
but, by British Prime
Minister David
Cameron’s own
post-mortem reckoning, the
Mark Habeeb
“driving force” was immigration.
More precisely, the anti-immigrant sentiment that has been
surging in the United Kingdom
for several years.
Unlike in continental Europe,
the main target of anti-immigrant
passion in Britain traditionally
has been Eastern Europeans, not
Arabs and Africans. Because of
the European Union’s open-border
policy, when Eastern Europe
countries joined the bloc in 2004,
their citizens gained the right to
move to and work in the United
Kingdom, leading to grumbling
about the “Polish plumbers”
taking away British jobs.
However, the images of migrant
camps in Calais just across
the English Channel and the
knowledge that the thousands of
Arabs and Africans who might be
granted asylum in
any other EU country
The economic argument could end up on
English high streets
for immigration is
added to the British
voters’ angst.
especially stronger in
The most common
the ageing societies that and publicly
expressed arguments
characterise Europe.
against immigration
are economic:
Immigrants will take
jobs, work for less
money, spend less money and
provide inferior quality of work.
Study after study, however, shows

that the economic argument
against immigration does not hold
water.
In the case of Brexit, in
particular, the economic loss that
comes from withdrawing from the
world’s single largest economy
far outweighs any short-term
economic costs associated with
immigration. Pleading economics
to support Brexit is, frankly,
Bullxit.
Philippe Legrain, professor at
the London School of Economics
and former economic adviser to
the president of the European
Commission, conducted a
comprehensive economic analysis
for the Tent Foundation. The
ensuing report, released in May,
concluded: “Investing one euro
in welcoming refugees can yield
nearly two euros in economic
benefits within five years…
policymakers and practitioners
should stop considering refugees
as a ‘burden’ to be shared but
rather as an opportunity to be
welcomed.”
The economic argument for
immigration is especially stronger
in the ageing societies that
characterise Europe.
“Ageing societies with a
shrinking native working age
population, such as Germany’s,
benefit from the arrival of younger
refugees whose skills complement
those of older, more experienced
workers,” Legrain wrote.
“Refugees can also help care
and pay for the swelling ranks of
pensioners.”
Moreover, immigrants normally
engage in what Legrain terms “4-d
work” — dirty, dangerous, difficult

and dull — that even unemployed
Europeans do not want to do.
So, if the anti-immigrant
sentiment is economically
groundless, why is it so powerful
— and why did it just lead British
voters to make a decision that
many “Leave” supporters are
ruing?
Nigel Farage, leader of the
nativist UK Independence Party,
answered the question. Before
the referendum, Farage told the
Guardian that immigration causes
“change in our communities
that has left many people in our
towns and cities frankly finding
it difficult to recognise the place
being the same as it was ten to 15
years ago.”
When told of the economic
benefits of immigration, Farage
responded, “There is more to
this country and the make-up
of communities and our way of
life frankly than just GDP (gross
domestic product) figures.”
Farage speaks for millions of
people across Europe. As the
forces of globalisation have
spread relentlessly — intertwining
economies, shortening geographic
distances, removing barriers
to communication, allowing
regional conflicts to metastasise
worldwide — there is a growing
counter-reaction, which, for
lack of a better term, can be
called “localisation.” Inherent in
localisation is a sense of “us” and
“them,” of those who belong here
and those who do not.
Localisers exaggerate the
dangers: Current projections are
that by 2030 Europe’s population
will be 8% Muslim, which means

it will be 92% non-Muslim. There
is no invasion coming. (To be
fair, advocates of globalisation
also exaggerate the benefits of
a phenomenon that, in fact, has
produced both great wealth and
great inequality.)
The US presidential election is
in many ways a battle between
globalisers and localisers but
the outcome will most likely be
different. For one, the United
States was built on immigration.
Immigrants face initial hostility
but assimilation happens
remarkably fast in the United
States. Moreover, American voters
reflect a far broader hue than
British voters: 87% of UK voters
are white, while 69% of the US
electorate is white (down from
71% four years ago).
Two major demographic fault
lines characterise the world today:
The Mediterranean and the Rio
Grande (the British have just
voted to add the English Channel
to that list). On each fault line,
the northern side is a magnet for
distressed people on the southern
side. This will not change in
the foreseeable future. How the
respective northern sides deal
with the underlying issues, such
as war and terrorism in the Middle
East and North Africa region, as
well as with popular sentiments
will dominate the political
agendas in Europe and the United
States for some time to come.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.
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Syria’s Druze community beset by divisions
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

T

he relentless war in Syria
has created divisions
within the country’s minority Druze community.
Schisms among the Druze, who are historically strongly
unified, became evident when the
community’s spiritual leader —
Sheikh Akl Hikmat al-Hajri — appealed to his followers in Sweida
province to enlist in the army of
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
To emphasise the urgency of his
call, Hajri invoked the code “in
defence of the faith.” According to
Druze tradition, this is a battle cry
that is intended to rally the community to confront an imminent
threat to its existence.
The appeal, however, was ignored by the vast majority of the
Druze.
A member of the Hajri family,
who wanted to remain anonymous,
accused the sheikh of not invoking
the call in the “proper circumstances”, thus damaging its significance.
“The fact that his appeal went
unheeded points to the divisions
that split the Druze community
with regard to the ongoing war,” he
said, accusing the Assad regime of
causing the inter-Druze schism by
appointing Sheikh Hikmat, a loyalist, to succeed the late Sheikh Al Akl
Ahmad al-Hajri, alienating a majority of the community, including the
powerful al-Huneidi clan who supported a candidate close to the opposition.
Aahd Murad, a Druze journalist
and activist, blasted Hajri’s appeal
as “a deviation from the national
track in favour of the sectarian
scheme that had torn the country
apart”. He noted that Hajri’s appeal
offered a guarantee to those who
enlist in the army not to be assigned
to fight outside Sweida.
“This puts him in an ambiguous
position vis-à-vis the opposition
as well as the regime,” Murad said.
“On one hand, the opposition re-

Members of the Druze community stand underneath a Syrian flag during a rally in the Druze village of Buqata in the Golan Heights, last
February.
gards him as a tool in the hands of
the regime while, on the other, the
loyalists want all conscripts to fight
wherever is needed throughout the
country.”
Murad said that in comparing his
battle cry to calls made by Druze
leaders in the 19th and early 20th
centuries to rise against Ottoman
and French occupiers, Hajri grossly
miscalculated.
“In those times, whenever the
code was invoked it rallied thousands of fighters while their leaders were in the frontline with the
troops. Yet now the battle cry was
all but ignored and thus voided
from all its historic significance,” he
said,
Chaos prevails in the predominantly Druze province. There are
15 armed groups with conflicting
loyalties. The largest is the antiregime Karama group of Sheikh

Wahid Balhous, who was killed in
a car bomb explosion last September. Karama group has about 4,000
fighters armed with light and medium weaponry.

The appeal to enlist in
the army of Syrian
President Bashar
Assad was ignored by
the vast majority of
the Druze.
Yet, according to the inhabitants,
the situation remains “acceptable,”
as government offices continue to
carry out daily work even though
there is obvious negligence by the
state, due mainly to the presence
in the province of a large number of
refugees.
The state of affairs in Sweida is
compounded by the location of the
province. It is on the border of the

restive province of Deraa, a stronghold of the opposition, while the
Islamic State (ISIS) controls the outskirts to the north-east. Moreover,
villages near the Jordanian border
have set up their own administrations.
According to private sources, the
province is at the mercy of the different armed groups. Government
authority has declined to the point
that security services no longer
dare to arrest someone for avoiding
conscription.
On several occasions when such
attempts were made, crowds attacked the police and freed the
prisoners. In one incident, 17 officers and soldiers were kidnapped
to force the government to free a
detainee belonging to the Karama
militant group. On another occasion, 70 officers and soldiers while
on a mission to arrest another

member of the group were forced
to turn back when confronted by
militants.
Zeid al-Shufi, a Syrian activist
who lives in Turkey, said the Assad regime has lost all credibility in
Sweida and is trying to impose its
will by controlling religious leaders like Hajrii. “But the Druze community is aware of these clerics’
true loyalties and how they receive
their instructions from the security
services,” he said.
“Such leaders have lost their popular base. The government is also
trying to regain its waning influence by playing one militant group
against another, and by encouraging the state of lawlessness through
the spread of arms.”
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly.

The West and Assad: A sad tale of failure

View poi nt

Bernd
Debusmann

F

ive summers after
Barack Obama and
David Cameron first
demanded that “Assad
must go,” the Syrian
dictator is almost
certain to outlast the American
president and the British prime
minister. Obama’s term ends next
January; Cameron says he will
step down in October after his
failed campaign to keep Britain in
the European Union.
Propped up by Russia and Iran,
Syrian President Bashar Assad
recently vowed to take back
“every inch” of his war-ravaged
country and does not look like a
man on the way out.
Will the successors of Obama
and Cameron, the most vocal
“Assad must go” voices five years
ago, be better in dealing with
Assad and the Syrian tragedy he
unleashed? There is reason for
doubt, chiefly because no one in
Washington, London, Berlin or
Paris has a convincing answer to
the key question in this complex,
multisided conflict.
If Assad were to go, what next?
The most effective anti-Assad

The Syrian dictator is
almost certain to outlast
the American president
and the British prime
minister.

forces on the Syrian killing fields
remain the Islamic State (ISIS),
al-Nusra Front and assorted
smaller Islamist groups, not the
“moderate opposition” the United
States had hoped to turn into a
force that could fill a post-Assad
vacuum.
In June, an unusual memorandum signed by 51 US State Department officials dealing with Syrian
affairs provided insight into an
internal policy debate that appears
to be driven as much by wishful
thinking as the “Assad must go”
demand of 2011, when a senior
official, Frederic Hof, described
the Syrian leader as a “dead man
walking.”
Leaked to the New York Times,
the memorandum harshly
criticised the Obama administration’s policy on Syria, described
Assad’s “systematic violations
against the Syrian people” as “the
root cause that continues to grip
Syria and the broader region” and
called for air strikes against the
Syrian regime to force it to comply
with the terms of a ceasefire agreement reached in February. Such
strikes, the officials argued, would
compel the Assad government to
negotiate a political solution “in
good faith”.
That has been absent for the
past five years during which more
than 400,000 people have been
killed and 12 million driven from
their homes. The flood of refugees
triggered by the Syrian war stoked
anti-immigrant fears in Europe
and the United States and contributed to the outcome of Britain’s

referendum to leave the European
Union.
A controversial poster showing a
huge queue of Middle Eastern
refugees over the words “Breaking
Point — the EU has failed us all”
may have helped tip the balance in
the victory for the campaign to
leave the European Union. The
poster was issued by the antiimmigrant UK Independence Party
and was meant to imply — falsely
— that staying in the union would
mean allowing thousands of
refugees into Britain, as Germany
did last year.
Among the side effects of Brexit:
EU leaders will be too preoccupied
with negotiations on the departure of a key member to pay much
attention to the bloodletting in
Syria. Not that they have been
particularly inventive in dealing
with the war and the refugee crisis
— by and large, they focused on
efforts to keep refugees out rather
than address the root of the
problem.
The memorandum of the 51 does
not address possible scenarios if
the military strikes by “stand-off
and air weapons” did lead to
Assad’s departure. Do the possible
successors of Obama, who has
been reluctant to take on the
Assad government militarily, have
any clearer ideas on how to deal
with Syria?
Hillary Clinton, the former
secretary of State and presumed
presidential nominee of the Democratic Party, has advocated a no-fly
zone in northern Syria that would
provide a safe haven for Syrians

EU leaders
will be too
preoccupied
with
negotiations
on the
departure
of a key
member to
pay much
attention
to the
bloodletting
in Syria.

fleeing violence and cut supply
lines for ISIS. She has said the
priority should be knocking out
ISIS before tackling Assad.
The no-fly zone idea has been
debated since 2011 and the Obama
team rebuffed it, arguing that it
would require a major military
effort, from knocking out Syrian
air defences to flying air patrols.
Clinton has yet to explain how she
would convince Russia, which has
deployed combat aircraft in Syria,
to participate in establishing such
a zone.
Donald Trump, Clinton’s
Republican rival, said in a recent
interview that “the US has bigger
problems than Assad” but he
would “go after ISIS big-league”.
Trump’s positions on foreign and
domestic policy are subject to
frequent change and there might
be more detail once the rival
candidates have been officially
nominated and air their policies in
formal debates.
Don’t hold your breath waiting
for clear and workable strategies.
Judging from the past five years,
the most likely outcome comes in
the final paragraph of the memo of
the 51: “The… status quo in Syria
will continue to present increasingly dire, if not disastrous,
humanitarian, diplomatic and
terrorism-related challenges.”
Bernd Debusmann is a writer on
foreign affairs based in Washington. He has reported from more
than 100 countries and was
wounded twice while covering the
civil war in Lebanon.
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Renewed tensions at al-Aqsa mosque
Malak Hasan

Jerusalem

C

lashes between Palestinian worshippers and
Israeli police resumed
at Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa
mosque compound after
Israeli authorities allowed Jewish
settlers to enter the shrine ten days
before the end of the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan.
The renewed violence follows a
period of relative calm after a wave
of violence in which 220 Palestinians had been killed since the autumn of 2015.
For two days, Muslim worshippers and Israeli police clashed,
resulting in injuries to dozens of
Palestinians and the arrest of at
least 15 people. After an emergency
meeting, Israeli authorities closed
the compound to Jewish settlers
and non-Muslim visitors.
The repeated opening of al-Aqsa
to Jewish visitors inflamed antiIsraeli sentiments and led Palestinians to suspect that Israel wants to
annex the compound, which is also
revered by Jews.
According to the Palestinian
trust that manages the site, Israeli
police allowed Jewish settlers and
non-Muslim tourists to enter the
compound, which provoked worshippers. Many Muslims prefer privacy as they spend extra time each
night reciting holy scripture, which
Islamic tradition says was revealed
to the Prophet Mohammad during
Ramadan.
Witnesses said worshippers were
taken aback at seeing Jewish settlers entering the compound and
protested their presence before Israeli police intervened and clashed
with the Palestinians.
Azzam Khatib, director of the
trust, said Israel was attempting
to impose unilateral policies by allowing Jewish settlers to enter the
mosque’s grounds, an action that
Palestinians reject.
“For the last few years, Israel
has been suspending visitations of
Jews and non-Muslims to the site
during the last ten days of Ramadan but this year Israel is trying to

Israeli border police take cover during clashes with Palestinian youth at Al-Aqsa Mosque compound in Jerusalem, on June 28th.
provoke Palestinian worshippers,”
Khatib said.
Clashes began after Israel allowed settlers into al-Aqsa mosque
compound, breaking a custom that
only allows Muslim worshippers
to enter during the last ten days of
Ramadan, a period considered the
most special, spiritual and blessed.
Annually, the last days of Ramadan see hundreds of thousands of
Muslim worshippers flocking to
al-Aqsa mosque to pray, sleep and
break their fast in the compound.
To Palestinians from the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, Ramadan
is seen as an opportunity to enter
Jerusalem and visit al-Aqsa. Israel
continues to restrict entry to the
area and deny thousands of Palestinians entry permits.
Every year during Ramadan, Israeli authorities ease restrictions

on Palestinians’ access to Jerusalem and allow women of all ages
and men over 50 years old to enter
Jerusalem for Friday prayers.

The renewed violence
follows a period of
relative calm after a
wave of violence in
which 220 Palestinians
had been killed since
the autumn of 2015.
Despite scorching heat and the
hardship of fasting, 250,000 Palestinian worshippers entered Jerusalem and prayed in al-Aqsa mosque
compound on June 17th. More Palestinians were expected but Israel
revoked entry permits after two
Palestinian gunmen killed four Israelis and wounded six others at a

shopping centre in Tel Aviv.
Yasin, 50, a merchant who owns
a small shop selling books and CDs
in Jerusalem’s souq al-Qattanin,
said the city had become a foreign
city, except during Ramadan.
“The only time we see and sense
the true identity of Jerusalem is
during Ramadan,” he said.
Due to the mosque’s special
meaning to Muslims, whenever Israeli police raid al-Aqsa, tensions
escalate, leading to injuries and arrests.
In September 2015, Israeli police raided the compound prior to
the Jewish New Year, leading to an
escalation in tensions that swept
through the West Bank. More than
220 Palestinians were killed in violence related to the incident in the
months that followed.
Although reports from Jerusa-

lem indicated the end of tensions
in the compound, Palestinians
worry that allowing Jewish settlers
to enter the compound and pray at
the site is a prelude to dividing the
mosque, similar to what happened
at Hebron’s al-Ibrahimi mosque.
Waqf and Religious Affairs Minister Sheikh Yousef Adeis warned
against the raids into the compound as well as allowing Jewish
settlers to enter during the last ten
days of Ramadan, which many described as unprecedented.
He said during a meeting with
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem Muhammad Hussein that Israel was seeking to change the status quo in
al-Aqsa compound and it is dangerous.
Malak Hasan is a reporter based in
Ramallah.

Israel’s settlement drive is becoming irreversible, diplomats fear
Luke Baker

Mitzpe Yeriho, West Bank

I

n the hills east of Jerusalem,
overlooking the Palestinian
city of Jericho and the Jordan
valley, stands a religious Jewish settlement whose red-tile
roofs, neat gardens and brightly
coloured playgrounds give the
sense of permanence.
Mitzpe Yeriho has stood on this
escarpment close to the Dead Sea
since 1978, one of more than 230
settlements Israelis have built on
occupied land in the West Bank and
East Jerusalem.
Diplomats and international
monitors are increasingly concerned that the drive, which
has seen Israel settle more than
500,000 people at a cost of tens of
billions of dollars, may be reaching
the point of irreversibility.
If an Israeli-Palestinian peace
deal was magically struck tomorrow, the Palestinians would expect
Israelis living in Mitzpe Yeriho to
leave but its 3,000 residents have
no such intention. To them, the
settlement enterprise is God-given
and irreversible.
“If there’s peace with the Palestinians we’re staying and if there’s
no peace we’re staying,” said Yoel
Mishael, 65, who has lived in Mitzpe
Yeriho since its founding. “It’s part
of Israel, according to the Bible. It’s
something from God.”
In a sign that he is aware of the
growing international pressure, Is-

raeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu recently said he was in favour of parts of the peace initiative
put forward by Saudi Arabia in 2002
that would grant Israel recognition
in exchange for withdrawing from
the West Bank and East Jerusalem,
among other steps.
Yet, while some momentum may
be building, there is scant indication the settlement enterprise can
be halted, let alone reversed, leaving a fundamental barrier in the
path to peace.
The settlement project began after Israel captured the West Bank
and East Jerusalem in the 1967 war.
In the 1970s, with the government’s
encouragement, large numbers
of Jews moved onto the occupied

land. There are now 550,000 of
them.
Many live in large blocs near Jerusalem or the “green line” that
separates Israel from the Palestinian territories. Others live deep inside the West Bank, in highly protected enclaves or pre-fabricated
outposts perched on hilltops. All
the constructions are illegal under
international law. Israel disputes
this and plays down the term “occupation”.
Barely a month goes by without
a fresh announcement from the
government or one of its ministries
about West Bank territory being declared “state land”, a precursor to
settlement building, or a decision to
allow new construction to proceed.

A general view of the Israeli settlement of Moddin Elite surrounded
by a defensive wall near the West Bank city of Ramallah.

At the same time, Palestinians
living in a part of the West Bank
known as Area C, which accounts
for 60% of the total and is where
most settlements are located, are
being uprooted from the land in increasing numbers.
During a visit to a sensitive part of
the West Bank near the Palestinian
city of Nablus, where settlements
occupy almost every hilltop and
are steadily expanding their footprint, UN diplomats studied maps
and pointed out how the Israeli enclaves were spreading east towards
the Jordan valley.
“It starts to look irreversible,”
said one official, a view separately
supported by half a dozen foreign
diplomats.
Under the Oslo accords of the
mid-1990s, Israel retains full control over Area C, where large tracts
have been declared closed military
areas. As a result, Israeli courts tend
to approve the removal of Palestinians from the area and the demolition of their homes, even though
the accords did not change the illegal status of settlements there.
“Settlements are the vehicle for
taking control of the land,” Catherine Cook, an official with the UN
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs and an authority
on settlements, said last month.
Asked whether she believed the
settlement enterprise was irreversible, she replied: “Some of it has to
be reversible.”
While not openly acknowledged,
Palestinian negotiators accept that
land swaps, in which the Israelis

would keep major settlement blocs
along the Green Line and near Jerusalem and the Palestinians would
receive equivalent amounts of land
from Israel in return, would be part
of any peace deal.
That would leave vast areas of the
West Bank, where 2.8 million Palestinians live in cities such as Hebron,
Nablus and Ramallah, dotted with
more than 100 settlements, many
large and protected by the military.

There is scant
indication the
settlement enterprise
can be halted, let alone
reversed.
Within Israel’s right-wing government, there is little appetite to cede
any ground. Netanyahu says the
failure to recognise Israel as a Jewish state is the biggest obstacle to
peace, not the settlements.
Hagit Ofran, a senior official at
Peace Now, an Israeli non-governmental organisation (NGO) opposed to settlements, said lines
could be drawn that would allow
a Palestinian state to emerge even
if Israel kept many of its enclaves.
Even then she estimates that as
many as 150,000 settlers may have
to be uprooted.
While some might leave willingly
if offered the right compensation,
many others would not. The removal of 8,500 settlers from Gaza
in 2005 caused violence and outrage.
(Distributed by Reuters)
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Senior UN official warns of ‘erosion’ of Lebanese state institutions
Dalal Saoud

T
Beirut

he time when
regional and
international
powers used to rush
to the rescue of
Lebanon is over.
Middle Eastern
turmoil and raging
wars have stolen the attention.
Yet, the country’s political leaders
do not seem to have grasped the
new reality. Their failure to take
matters into their own hands to
manage Lebanese affairs and
shield the country from regional
tensions has only accentuated
growing concerns over stability.
True, the international
community has repeatedly praised
Lebanon for remarkably holding on
five years after the “Arab spring”
revolutions broke out and helped
plunge the region into chaos,
and for hosting 1.1 million Syrian
registered refugees who, along
some 300,000 Palestinian refugees,
make up almost one-third of the
tiny country’s population.
However, international financial
assistance and political support
have barely helped Lebanon
absorb the effects of the Syrian
crisis on its economy, security and
stability. Poverty is increasing,
unemployment is on the rise while
remittances are down and the
economy is almost flat.
“I have a very sober assessment
of the situation. Lebanon is asked
to deal with a number of toxic
challenges at different levels,” said
Sigrid Kaag, UN special coordinator
for Lebanon. “Lebanon is
functioning still but barely in a very

volatile region.”
“Our position is always of
commending Lebanon for having
held out for so long but I think
one should not take the country’s
stability for granted. It is very
fragile,” Kaag said during an
interview with The Arab Weekly.
What makes the situation more
complicated and precarious are
the internal political disputes
that have left Lebanon without a
president for more than two years,
government and parliament almost
paralysed, and the economy getting
weaker by the day.
Kaag acknowledged that the
challenges Lebanon was facing
“are big and real” but emphasised
that the international community
cannot — and should not — make
decisions on behalf of Lebanon.
“It is up to Lebanon’s leaders
to rise to the occasion to take
decisions in the national interests
of the country and this means
(among others) election of a
president and preparing for the
parliamentary elections,” she said.
The Lebanese parliament has
convened 41 times since Michel
Suleiman’s term as president ended
in May 2014 but failed to elect a
new head of state due to a lack of
quorum caused by
the failure of proIran Hezbollah
deputies and
their Christian
ally, the
Free Patriotic
Movement, to
attend the chamber.
Unlike in 2008, when Qatar
brought together rival Lebanese
factions to end an 18-month
political crisis and elect
Suleiman as president,
form a national

“It is up to
Lebanon’s
leaders to rise to
the occasion to
take decisions
in the national
interests of the
country.”

unity government and have
parliamentary elections, the
Lebanese should not expect some
“magical formula” from outside
powers to break the Saudi-Iran
dispute over Lebanon.
“It is neither wise nor reflective
of the current developments in
the region,” Kaag said, noting that
Iran and Saudi Arabia have “other
priorities” while the war in Syria,
Iraq’s deteriorating situation, the
risk of fragmentation and the
Islamic State (ISIS) terror threat are
by far more pressing issues.
The UN official warned that
“the erosion” of Lebanon’s state
institutions “is very clear and quite
fundamental. I think it is a very
dangerous tendency”.
She said now was the moment for
“Lebanon to look after itself” and
manage its own affairs and achieve
a compromise “that enables
to strengthen the country to
function”.
In Lebanon’s recent political
history, an approach has
developed in which politicians
grew more dependent on
regional support, blaming external
interference for their failure and
reaching a point that
they proved unable to
run the state’s dayto-day affairs.
Concerns about
Lebanon’s stability
include another
almost forgotten
front: The
southern border
with Israel.
Relative calm
has prevailed
along the border
since the 2006
war between Israel
and Hezbollah

but many of the root causes
of the conflict remain largely
unaddressed, according to a recent
report by the UN secretary-general
on the implementation of UN
Security Council Resolution 1701,
which ended the 33-day war.
Kaag referred to “the risk of
escalation or miscalculation that
could produce escalation along
the Blue Line”, a demarcation line
drawn by the United Nations to
verify Israel’s withdrawal from
southern Lebanon in 2000.
“Ten years since the adoption
of Resolution 1701, I think there
is no room for complacency,”
she said. “Neither side should
assume just because the region has
changed that the risks for Lebanon
or the region have actually been
addressed. With the current arms
build-up within the region at large,
one has to remain concerned.”
With Hezbollah more and more
engaged in the Syria war, reports
about the militant group acquiring
advanced weaponry regularly
surface. Israel is sparing no effort to
target Hezbollah arms depots and
convoys inside Syria and Lebanese
border areas.
Another worrisome factor is the
risk of terror and extremist groups
recruiting Syrian refugees or poor
Lebanese to carry out attacks to
destabilise Lebanon.
“We know that there is a link
between poverty, exclusion,
marginalisation and risk to
radicalise. We have to be very
careful,” Kaag said, warning against
labelling refugee camps as breeding
terrorism spots, which “is very
dangerous”.
Dalal Saoud is the Deputy
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab Weekly.
She is based in Beirut.

Nasrallah, Hariri and the Saudi-Iran connection
Mohamad Kawas

Beirut

L

ebanese former prime
minister and prominent
Sunni leader Rafik Hariri
said Hezbollah’s admission
that it was funded by Iran
showed the powerful Shia militia
owed more loyalty to the Islamic
Republic and its Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei than it did
to the interests of the people of Lebanon.
The war of words between Hariri,
leader of the Future Movement, and
Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah reflects the regional
rivalry between the biggest Shia
power, Iran, and the major Sunni
power, Saudi Arabia.
Iran and Hezbollah have both sent
forces to shore up the rule of Syrian
President Bashar Assad, while Saudi
Arabia supports Sunni rebel forces
trying to topple him. The Islamic
Republic and Saudi kingdom also
back opposing sides in the conflict
in Yemen, leading some analysts
to talk of a regional proxy war between the two leading Sunni and

The surprise
admission could be an
attempt to change the
narrative and
transform the conflict
from one between
Washington and
Hezbollah to
Washington and Iran.
Shia powers.
While it was common knowledge
that Lebanon’s Hezbollah was funded by Iran, the powerful militia,
listed by Washington as a terrorist
group, had not admitted so before.
However, new US sanctions blocking Hezbollah’s access to banking
prompted Nasrallah to boast his
group “will not be affected” by any
fresh sanctions.

“We do not have any business
projects or investments via banks,”
he said in a broadcast speech. “We
are open about the fact that Hezbollah’s budget, its income, its expenses, everything it eats and drinks, its
weapons and rockets, come from
the Islamic Republic of Iran.”
The surprise admission could be
an attempt to change the narrative
and transform the conflict from one
between Washington and Hezbollah
to Washington and Iran.
Hezbollah opponents questioned
how Tehran was funding the group,
given that it has no access to Lebanon’s banking sector under the
new sanctions. Security officials at
Beirut-Rafik Hariri International
Airport stressed it was unlikely Hezbollah was receiving money directly
from Iran via international flights,
given the high level of security at
the airport.
The open land route from Beirut
and Damascus, however, means
that money could easily be transferred across the Syrian-Lebanese
border.
Hariri accused Nasrallah of putting Iran before the interests of
Lebanon where a deadlock between
rival blocs dominated by the two
leaders resulted in political stalemate in which even small decisions
cannot be made and parliament has
failed to elect a president for more
than two years.
Nasrallah, Hariri said in a speech,
“is someone who boasts about being an advanced military base for
Iran and that all his funds and rockets come from the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, this means
that he is an Iranian party par excellence and that he is a part of Tehran’s political, religious and military
project.
“It also means that he views orders from the Iranian supreme
leader as more important than the
interests of Lebanon and the Arab
world.”
Despite the accusation, Hariri’s
speech was a tacit admission of
Lebanon’s powerlessness against

Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah (C), speaks via a video link in the southern suburb of Beirut, on
June 24th.
Hezbollah, which has a more powerful armed force than the Lebanese
Army.
Observers said Hariri’s speech represented a declaration that Lebanon
is under de facto foreign occupation
and a call for the international community to acknowledge it. There is
even a view that Hariri’s comments
could be a prelude for legal or diplomatic action against Hezbollah and
Iran.
Some Saudi analysts said Hariri
is serving as Riyadh’s mouthpiece
against Nasrallah and Iran, particularly given Saudi Arabia’s role in
opposing and resisting any Iranian
military influence in Arab countries.
Indeed, Hariri went so far as to accuse Tehran of being responsible for
the chaos in the Middle East.

“Iran is funding Hezbollah in
Lebanon, the Popular Mobilisation
Forces in Iraq, the Houthis in Yemen
and the opposition in Bahrain. It is
supporting the killing of innocents
in Syria, funding terrorist attacks in
Kuwait and chaos in Saudi Arabia’s
Eastern province, as well as sectarian groups in Sudan, Egypt and Algeria,” he said.
“In short, Iran is supporting fitna
in the Arab world,” Hariri said, using an Arabic term that denotes religious conflict.
Thus, Hariri was not only defending Saudi Arabia’s position and accusing Iran of being the cause of the
ills of Lebanon and the Arab world,
but also calling for Hezbollah to
be dealt with as a subsidiary of
Iran with no decision-making

power of its own.
Many people are wondering
whether Beirut has become a platform for debate and exchanging
messages between Saudi Arabia
and Iran, while there are questions
about the feasibility of continuing
dialogue between Hezbollah and
Hariri’s Future Movement given the
sharp divisions between the two.
Following terrorist attacks in
Lebanon, this division can only be
expected to sharpen with Hezbollah claiming that this justifies its
involvement in Syria and the Future
Movement saying the attacks are the
direct result of Hezbollah’s unwanted involvement there.
Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese
writer.
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Unity government a challenge for Tunisia’s president
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisian President Beji
Caid Essebsi put his political capital and the fortunes of the Nidaa Tounes
party he founded on the
line by calling for a unity government to address the country’s economic woes.
Caid Essebsi’s supporters — and
many of his opponents — expected
the initiative would within days
yield a strong government backed
by main political groups and social
organisations since the consensus
about the country’s crisis and the
need for unity is obvious.
On June 2nd, Caid Essebsi called
on politicians, trade unions and
employers’ groups to create a unity
government.

“Without a unity
government for the
salvation of the
nation, the country is
heading towards
bankruptcy and
complete collapse.”
Zohra Driss, a Nidaa
Tounes official
The government announced a
number of legislative initiatives
but has been unable to implement
many economic reforms. Socioeconomic frustrations, which led to the
overthrow of Zine el-Abidine Ben
Ali as president in 2011, had been
exacerbated by the deepening crisis.
A fragile security situation has
contributed to economic stagnation. Jihadist attacks in 2015 caused
an abrupt and deep deterioration of
the country’s tourism industry. Officials have pointed out, however,
that authorities have retaken the
initiative in combating terrorism.
Several weeks after Caid Essebsi’s
proposal, talks and meetings of political groups and influential figures
showed room for political manoeuvring is remarkably narrow.
The talks exposed infighting in
Nidaa Tounes and a greater appe-

Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi (L) meets with the Secretary-General of the Tunisian General Labour Union Houcine Abassi in early
June.
tite for power from Islamist party
Ennahda, which may block Caid
Essebsi’s efforts on meaningful
change.
Caid Essebsi sought to associate
the Tunisian General Labour Union
(UGTT) in the proposed government but UGTT Secretary-General
Houcine Abassi rejected the offer
and put forward a document detailing union demands.
“Without a unity government
for the salvation of the nation, the
country is heading towards bankruptcy and complete collapse,” said

Zohra Driss, a Nidaa Tounes official and parliament member who
is also the owner of Hotel Imperial
Marhaba in Sousse where 38 holidaymakers were killed by an Islamic State gunman in June 2015.
Some criticise the four political
parties within the ruling coalition
for providing insufficient support
for Tunisian Prime Minister Habib
Essid.
“Caid Essebsi’s unity government
initiative is the last chance for the
president and the parliament because they are almost halfway on

their 5-year mandate,” said Riadh
Mouakher, a leader of Afaq Tounes,
a member of the government.
Jalloul Ayed, former Finance
minister, said Tunisia needs a
strong government to steer it towards a strong growth.
“To reach a higher level of
growth, the country must get to
work in earnest to undertake the
required reforms,” he said on June
22nd. “For that end, the country
needs a clear vision and a strong
political determination.”
Ex-Economy minister Ridha Saidi

said: “There is consensus about the
seriousness of the economic crisis”
but failure to change the situation
stems from “selfishness” of political parties and social groups.
Taoufik Rajhi, a top adviser to
Essid, warned that the country
needed to go from “soft reforms” to
“hard reforms”, citing ailing stateowned enterprises, heavy state
subsidies and the deficit of social
security and health care funds.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Libya’s Haftar seeks Russian support
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s UN-backed government’s deputy chief Omar
Maetig and his rival General Khalifa Haftar recently visited Moscow to court
Russian military and diplomatic
support.
Haftar met with Defence Minister Sergei Shoygu, the head of
Russia’s National Security Council
Nikolai Patrushev and senior officials at the Foreign Ministry, Russian state media said.
Arms supplies and Moscow’s
role in the Libyan conflict were
said to have been the main topics
of the talks.

Analysts said Russia’s
intention in backing
Haftar is not to reject
his rivals but to have
him inside the political
consensus.
Maetig, who arrived in Moscow
on June 26th, one day after Haftar, was met by the deputy head of
Russia’s Security Council and the
head of Arab and African Affairs
Department at the Foreign Ministry, state media reported.
Haftar shares Russia’s opposition
to Islamist groups, often branding

them as “terrorists”. His secularist vision of the country’s political
process appeals to Moscow, which
is suspicious of political forces that
use Islamist slogans.
Considering his extensive military background and Soviet-era
training, Haftar may be a perfect
Russian ally in Libya, even though
he resided in the United States
for two decades after the early
1990s and was connected to CIAsupported movements opposed to
despot Muammar Qaddafi.
Egypt also supports Haftar and
France is said to be embedding
troops within his forces.
Haftar’s trip to Russia came after
his forces defeated Islamist militias, including the hard-line Ansar
Sharia and Majliss Shura groups,
in Benghazi and Derna this spring
after a stalemate of about ten
months.
Rival militias aligned with the
Government of National Accord
(GNA) authority led by Faiez alSarraj had failed to make a tangible progress against Islamic State
(ISIS) fighters entrenched in the
central city of Sirte. The militias
have lost more than 300 fighters in
the battle against ISIS since early
May. Almost one-third of the losses occurred in the last two weeks
of June.
Maetig played down his lowlevel meetings in Moscow when
compared to Haftar’s. “I met the
officials whom I wished to meet

Libyan troops loyal to Khalifa Haftar sit on an armoured
personnel carrier in the eastern Libyan city of Benghazi.
with,” he said.
“The talks of Haftar in Moscow
may announce a change in Russia’s positions towards the crisis in
Libya. It could be the beginning of
a turn for the worst in the conflict,”
said a Libyan former minister who
asked not to be named.
Other analysts said Russia’s
intention in backing Haftar was
not to reject his rivals but to have
him inside the political consensus
backed by major Western powers
and Libya’s neighbours. They said

talks with Haftar and Maetig reflected Moscow’s desire to follow
its own path in the Libyan conflict.
Moscow recognises the Presidential Council and Sarraj as its
head and has voted for it at the UN
Security Council. Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov, who in
March described Libya as a “black
hole”, has insisted, however, that
Russia will only recognise the GNA
and Sarraj as prime minister once
the Libyan House of Representatives has approved a cabinet.

The House of Representatives is
seeking an official role for Haftar in
the future national Libyan military.
Analysts said it was unlikely that
any weapon supplies would flow
to Libya soon despite Haftar’s trip
to Moscow. Without proper maintenance since 2011, Libyan weaponry has considerably degraded,
especially its military aircraft.
Just before the overthrow of
Qaddafi in 2011, Moscow had
signed a $10 billion in arms deals
with Tripoli. In 2008, Russia wrote
down $4.5 billion of Libyan debt to
secure the accords of multibilliondollar contracts with Russian defence manufacturers.
After the first major Libyan-Soviet arms deal in 1974, the Libyan
National Army almost entirely relied on Soviet-produced weapons
and hardware. The army depended
on Soviet defence instructors for
training, which resulted in almost
all senior Libyan command officers
being trained in the Soviet Union.
As a result of its traditional
military links, the Haftar-led Libyan National Army relies on Soviet training and weapons, making
Russia an ideal candidate to prepare the future army that the GNA
plans to build.
Despite Russia’s obvious interests in Libya, Moscow is unlikely to repeat in North Africa its
military incursion in Syria in support of Syrian President Bashar
Assad.
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British
Muslims
worried about
post-Brexit
intolerance
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

B

ritain’s shock referendum decision to leave the
European Union raised
fears of increased racism
and xenophobia as the
country deals with the bitter aftermath of the Leave vote. Many British Muslims expressed fears as the
country gears up for months of political infighting.
British Prime Minister David
Cameron, who announced his resignation after the Brexit vote, told the
cabinet: “We should be absolutely
clear that this government will not
tolerate intolerance… intimidating
migrants, telling them they need to
go home.”

“I’ve asked our
police to be extra
vigilant for any rise
in cases of hate
crime.”
London Mayor Sadiq Khan
Although British Muslims would
not technically be affected by a
change in Britain’s EU membership
status, a rising atmosphere of intolerance against foreign nationals and
ethnic minorities is a major cause of
concern.
Labour councillor for Butetown
in Wales Ali Ahmed said he was told
to “get out of our country” on June
24th, the same day the referendum
result was announced.

Speaking to a Leave voter, Ahmed
said: “He [the voter] said, ‘When
are you leaving?’ and ‘Get out of the
country.’
“I was in a state of shock. Fortyone years of my life have been in the
UK and it’s the first time I’ve come
across anything like this.”
Muslim Remain campaigner and
former Conservative Party parliamentary candidate Shazia Awan
said she received racist hate mail
through social media following the
vote. “I’ve not just had one. I’ve had
an array of racial abuse,” the Welshborn Awan said.
#PostRefRacism was trending on
twitter after the vote, with Twitter
users sharing stories of post-referendum racism. Ahmed and Awan
reported the incidents to the police.
At least 90 racist incidents were reported following the referendum.
The Islamic Human Rights Commission (IHRC) called on Muslims
in Britain to stay vigilant and take
precautionary measures following
a spike in racist and Islamophobic
attacks.
“This referendum has clearly
unleashed division and hate on an
unprecedented scale and while we
urge everyone to concentrate on
supporting the collective needs and
harmony of our society we hold
hate preachers, politicians and media accountable for creating and
legitimising this environment of
hate,” IHRC Chairman Massoud Shadjareh said in a news release.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan confirmed that he had put the capital’s
police on alert for racially motivated attacks.

A man wearing an anti-immigration T-shirt in Romford, England, on June 25th.
“It’s really important we stand
guard against any rise in hate or
abuse by those who might use last
week’s referendum as cover to seek
to divide us,” he said. “I’ve asked
our police to be extra vigilant for
any rise in cases of hate crime and
I’m calling on all Londoners to pull
together and rally behind this great
city.”
According to voting figures, British Muslims were overwhelmingly
in favour of remaining part of the
European Union. About 70% of
Muslims voted to remain and twothirds of those describing themselves as Asian — not just Muslims
but also Hindus and Sikhs — voted
to remain.
Immigration was one of the main
issues of the campaign, with the
Leave campaign accused of raising
fears about the effects of immigration on the country. Both the Conservative and Labour parties were
thrown into turmoil after the vote,
with Britain facing the prospect of
both a new prime minister and new

leader of the opposition in the coming weeks. A general election could
be called before the end of the year.
Political analysts described the
Brexit vote as potentially a watershed moment in British politics,
demonstrating the extent to which
British politicians are out of touch
with the general public. While 52%
of the general public voted Leave, at
least 75% of MPs — across all major
parties — announced their support
for the Remain campaign.

“We should be
absolutely clear that
this government will
not tolerate
intolerance.”
British Prime Minister
David Cameron
“Clearly this referendum has
shown that there is disenchantment, not only with the European
Union but also with the way politics
is carried out in our country. Our

political leaders must now address
these concerns in an inclusive and
conciliatory way,” Dr Shufa Shafi,
secretary-general of the Muslim
Council of Britain (MCB) said in a
statement.
MCB, the country’s largest Muslim umbrella body with more than
500 affiliated national, regional
and local mosques, charities and
schools, refrained from backing
either the Remain or Leave campaigns, although it called for all
Muslims to vote.
“We have witnessed a campaign
that has been divisive and at times
has led to the scapegoating of immigrants and minority groups. It is
vitally important now that those in
power must come together and heal
divisions. We must also work hard
to change the tone of our politics, to
continue to be welcoming to those
who are in need and to be an outward-looking country,” Shafi added.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Globalisation claims another victim

View poi nt

Francis
Ghilès

I

t has long been dogma
among economists and the
thinking elite that the more
we get globalisation, the
better we will all be. Indeed,
anyone who, until recently,
dared dissent from this orthodoxy was viewed as either
ignorant of laws of international
competition or simply narrowly
protectionist.
However, Dani Rodrik demonstrated in The Globalization
Paradox was that any gains from
globalisation would be outweighed
by additional costs in unemployment, reduced wages, lost pensions and depopulated communities. Global markets, if they are to
be widely beneficial, require the
kind of global governance structure that does not exist and that
most people would oppose.
As Gordon Brown, a British
former Labour prime minister who
made sure to keep Britain out of
the euro when he was chancellor
of the Exchequer, reminded readers of the Guardian newspaper,
the elephant in the room of the
British referendum that led to
a vote in favour of the country

Globalisation has created
large pools of winners and
losers.

leaving the European Union is
globalisation and the speed, scope
and seismic shifts in Europe and
particularly Britain’s economy it
has produced.
Whole towns across the Midlands and northern England have
been hollowed out as textile, steel
and other industries collapsed in
the face of Asian competition. Millions of semi-skilled workers have
lost their jobs; whole communities
have been turned into wastelands.
To add insult to injury, thousands of immigrants from Eastern
Europe flowed in after Poland and
its neighbours joined the European Union in 2004, driving down
wages and bringing new faces into
communities where most people
lived within a few miles of where
they were born.
As the glue of shared religious
allegiance and trade unions disappeared, millions of British voters
looked with bewilderment and
scorn at an ever-richer London
where property prices have rocketed, where young people think
of Europe and the world as their
playground.
The massive social inequalities
that characterise Britain, and to a
lesser extent France and other European countries, have produced a
peasants’ revolt, an uprising of the
laissés pour compte because the
European elites give the impression that the single market, ever
greater competition and mobility
are the only things that matter. All

too often Brussels seems beholden
to the lobbying of multinational
firms. Corruption scandals have
ruined the reputation of countless politicians in Britain, France,
Spain, Italy and beyond.
The collapse of the Labour Party
in Scotland a few years ago has
now been mirrored by its collapse
in England. Its voters flocked to
the Brexit campaign because they
have a deep feeling of having
been betrayed by former Labour
governments and the current Tory
administration.
Brown is surely right to argue
that if Britain and other European
countries fail to face up to the
massive inequalities that comprise globalisation’s Achilles heel,
anti-globalisation movements,
often led, as in Britain, France and
Holland, by the extreme right will
mushroom and “our politics will
revolve around nationality, race or
simply identity”.
The argument that the modern
dividing line in politics — not least
in Britain — lies between those
who are for an open or a closed
world is flawed. It is not by draining any ideology out of the system
and pretending that massive
inequalities do not exist that the
problems will go away. Quite the
reverse.
Either our political leaders or
we Europeans as people manage
globalisation better and tackle
the injustices it brings seriously
or we do not. A global free-for-all

It is not by
draining
any
ideology
out of the
system and
pretending
that
massive
inequalities
do not exist
that the
problems
will go
away.

as defended by the Tory leaders
of Brexit, Michael Gove and Boris
Johnson, UK Independence Party’s
leader Nigel Farage or the French
National Front’s Marine Le Pen
will only make matters worse.
Such unscrupulous politicians
may gain power but not one of
them has offered a convincing
blueprint on how to tackle the
challenges that confront us.
Rodrik’s argument was that
open markets succeed only when
embedded within social, legal and
political institutions that provide
them legitimacy by ensuring that
the benefits of capitalism are
broadly shared. The countries
most open in terms of trade and
investment are often the ones with
the most extensive and effective
regulation and the widest social
nets.
Globalisation has created large
pools of winners and losers. It has
rearranged how work is done and
where and how profits are made.
Democratic societies will not tolerate such disruption if its members
are not assured that the process
will be broadly beneficial. That has
not been the case.
As for Arab countries, most of
which are on the economic periphery, globalisation and lack of
democracy will combine to make
them unstable for years to come.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Brexit vote
complicates
Turkey’s EU
membership bid
Constanze Letsch

Istanbul

W

ith Britain’s Brexit
vote, Turkey lost its
main supporter in
the European Union, throwing into
question both its efforts to join the
28-country bloc and a much-criticised migration deal struck in 2015
that aimed at keeping refugees in
Turkey and out of Europe.
“Turkey has lost its most important backer with Britain,” said Cengiz Aktar, an expert on EU relations.
“There will be direct consequences
for all negotiating countries and the
EU might just realise that the [refugee deal] is wrong and in the long
term ineffective. The big question
is if Brussels will open the next negotiating chapter as planned.”

“Turkey has lost its
most important
backer with Britain.”
Cengiz Aktar, a political
scientist and expert on
EU relations
Turkish and EU officials are expected to have an intergovernmental conference on the opening
of Chapter 33 on budgetary provisions.
Aktar said that in Ankara the British vote was seen as another blow

to Turkey’s EU membership hopes
and that it reinforced sentiments in
the Turkish government that racism and Islamophobia were the real
reasons that Turkey has been kept
waiting at the door.
“The EU can no longer hide the
double standard it employs when
it comes to Turkey,” Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said on
June 25th. “What is being done to
Turkey right now is Islamophobic
and that is the reason they delay
our accession.”
On the eve of the British vote, Erdogan sullenly suggested that Turkey could have its own referendum
— a Trexit — over whether to go on
with its long-stalled and rocky accession process to join the bloc.
Turkey began EU accession talks
in 2005 but, despite an initial flurry
of democratic, economic and human rights reforms, the process has
been sluggish or stalled altogether,
leading to growing frustration in
Ankara. Many EU members show
little enthusiasm to admit such a
large country with a majority Muslim population to the union that
Turkish politicians have scathingly
called a “Christian club”.
Relations also suffered over the
rapidly deteriorating human rights
situation in Turkey, with crackdowns on freedom of expression,
an independent judiciary and the
country’s Kurds all ringing alarms in
Brussels. Turkey and the European
Union clashed over Ankara’s refusal
to revise the country’s controversial
anti-terrorism legislation to bring it
in line with European standards.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan delivers a speech in Istanbul, on June 24th.
Turkey’s EU membership had
long been advocated by Britain and
several British politicians championed the country’s membership
over the years. In 2010, shortly after he became prime minister, David Cameron promised to be the
“strongest possible advocate for
[Turkey’s] EU membership”.
It was for that reason also that
the bruising Brexit campaign that
zoomed in on Turkey as a potential
source of higher insecurity, terrorism, criminality and uncontrollable
migration to Britain, was received
with anger and disappointment in
Ankara.
“This has been an unsettling and
worrying process… during which
mainstream politicians relied on
the far right’s rhetoric too much,”
Turkey’s EU Minister Omer Celik
told a June 25th news conference.
Even the Remain camp used Tur-

key as a reverse bogeyman, with
Cameron jokingly saying that Turkish EU membership was impossible before the year 3000. Erdogan,
lamenting the British prime minister’s dishonesty, gleefully retorted
that Cameron, who said he would
resign after losing the Brexit vote,
had not lasted three days into his
threat.
“Both camps have used and
abused Turkey-bashing as a means
to rally votes during the Brexit campaign,” Aktar said. “Even if the result of the referendum would have
been a win of the Remain side, Turkey’s membership bid would have
changed dramatically following
such rhetoric.”
However, Turkey is eager to not
let this sour its trade relations with
Britain, its second-biggest market

in 2015, with $10.5 billion worth of
exports and total trade volume of
$16 billion.
After the British vote, Turkish
Economy Minister Nihat Zeybekci
said his country would continue
to strengthen and maintain investment and foreign trade with Britain.
Turkish Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim said the European Union
needed to carefully reconsider its
political vision and not “alienate itself” from other countries
in the region. He warned that the
Brexit vote revealed dissatisfaction
among EU members and that more
inclusive policies were needed in
the future.
“We support the continuation of
a stronger [European Union]. This
is an important issue for peace in
Europe and stability in the region,”
he said.

Brexit to impact Morocco’s economy
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco’s
economy
will be affected by
the British decision
to leave the European Union in both the
short and long terms due to uncertainty in the EU market, a Moroccan economic expert said.
With Britain planning to leave
the European bloc, Rabat will have
to negotiate new trade agreements
with London as customs duties will
be reinstated.
Rachid Boutti, distinguished visiting professor at Universidad of
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria and
professor at ENCG Agadir, said
the most noticeable effect “is the
jittery financial markets that are
likely to affect trade in terms of imports and exports”.
“The Brexit is set to trigger a period of uncertainty in Europe and
in turn will impact Morocco’s trade
(with the European Union) and
GDP (gross domestic product),” he
said.
Morocco had a trade deficit of
almost $200 million with the United Kingdom in 2015, according to
Morocco’s Exchange Office, with
exports to Britain reaching $600
million.
About one-quarter of Morocco’s
imports from Britain are passenger cars ($185 million) followed by
petroleum products ($155 million).
Morocco exports clothing, passenger cars and electrical equipment
to the United Kingdom.
Moroccan Central Bank Governor Abdellatif Jouahri said Brexit’s
effects on Morocco economy would
be “limited”. “Britain’s exit from
the EU will certainly have a tsu-

British tourists walk on Jemaa El Fnaa square in Marrakech.
nami effect on Europe but will only
impact the Moroccan economy by
0.1 point (of GDP),” he said.
The value of the British pound
tumbled after the “Leave” vote.
For Britons planning to travel to
Morocco, the dwindling currency
will affect their purchasing power
in the North African country.
Morocco has enjoyed an advanced status with the European
Union since 2008. Several advanced status objectives were reinforced by an action plan formally
adopted in 2013.
However, scenarios that are likely to affect Morocco’s economy are
starting to emerge following Britain vote to leave the bloc.
“Britain’s trade ties with Morocco will remain unchanged if
London negotiates with the 27 EU
members its inclusion in the Eu-

ropean Economic Area to obtain
a status similar to the Norwegian
one that includes the free movement of capital, services, goods
and people,” said Boutti.

Brexit is likely to
affect Morocco’s
economy in both the
medium and long
terms.
Brexit campaign leaders hope
that Britain can still enjoy advantages of the EU internal market for
business while denying EU citizens
entry to the United Kingdom to alleviate Britons’ concerns about unlimited EU immigration.
French and German leaders,
however, ruled out this option.
“You cannot have the freedom

of capital movement, the freedom
of goods, freedom of services and
then say, ‘When it comes to people,
stay put!’ Well no, it doesn’t work
that way,” said French President
François Hollande.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel said: “Whoever wants to leave
this family cannot expect to have
no more obligations but to keep
privileges.”
There is likely to be a decline in
trade between Britain and Morocco
with customs duties coming into effect.
Boutti said Morocco will have to
negotiate new trade agreements
with Britain once Brexit takes effect. The new deals might be more
beneficial to Morocco’s agricultural
exports since the British market
will be free from EU quotas on agricultural products.

The EU funding of Morocco is
likely to be affected in the long run
by Brexit since the United Kingdom’s net contribution to the EU
budget, estimated at about $11.3
billion in 2015, will no longer exist.
Another sticking point is the
open skies agreement Rabat signed
with the European Union in 2006,
which helped Morocco increase
the number of tourist arrivals. Rabat will have to negotiate an agreement with London as the British
travel market is vital to Morocco’s
economy.
About 500,000 British nationals
visit Morocco every year and there
are almost daily flights between the
two countries.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Power struggle
in Iran over the
Syrian quagmire
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

here are signs that divisions are intensifying
within the Iranian leadership over the Islamic Republic’s increasingly costly intervention in the Syrian war.
Despite the opacity that shrouds
the Machiavellian machinations
that pass for politics in Tehran,
events in recent weeks point to significant strategic shifts within the
hierarchy over Syria and the interlocking confrontation between Iran
and Saudi Arabia, Iran’s long-time
rival in the Arabian Gulf.
This unfolding drama could have
sharp repercussions within the Islamic Republic and affect the entire
region as it is convulsed by turmoil
and the threat of more conflicts.

There are signs that
the divisions within
the Iranian leadership
over the costly
intervention in the
Syrian war are
intensifying.
The latest twist occurred June
28th, when Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei abruptly
replaced Iran’s top military commander, Major-General Hassan Firouzabadi, the chief of staff since
1989, with his deputy, Major-General Mohammad Bagheri.
There had been no hint of the
shake-up and no explanation for
the shuffle was given, although
health problems may have been a
factor. Firouzabadi suffered from
obesity.
However, the general’s affiliation
with Iran’s pro-reform president,
Hassan Rohani, is the most likely

explanation for his dismissal and
the elevation of Bagheri, a senior officer in the powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC).
The IRGC has been the directing
force behind Iran’s military intervention in the Syrian quagmire to
keep Tehran’s key Arab ally in power as part of the Islamic Republic’s
expansionist ambitions to become
the paramount power from the Caspian to the Mediterranean.
A likely explanation for the sacking of Firouzabadi, possibly for his
sympathies towards Rohani’s efforts to end Iran’s international
isolation, lies in the series of events
that have taken place in recent
weeks.
It began on May 6th, when Iranian forces and their allies, Shia militias and Hezbollah, suffered heavy
casualties in fighting anti-Assad rebels south of the contested city of
Aleppo in northern Syria.
This was a major setback for
the pro-war faction amid growing
popular dismay at Iran’s mounting
losses.
On June 9th, defence chiefs of
Iran, Russia and Syria met in Tehran to discuss war strategy and seek
to eliminate growing differences
between their forces in Syria and
their allies.
The following day, it was announced that Ali Shamkhani, a former commander of the IRGC’s naval
wing and the head of the Supreme
National Security Council who supposedly favours negotiating a settlement, had been appointed the
senior coordinator for political,
military and security affairs with
Syria and Russia.
This unprecedented step appeared to mark a significant shift
in Tehran’s approach to the Syrian
crisis, which had been conducted
by the hardliners of the IRGC, and
in particular Major-General Qassem
Soleimani, commander of its elite

Defence Ministers of Iran Hossein Dehqan (C), Russia Sergei Shoygu (2ndR) and Syria Fahd Jassem
al-Freij (L) meet for talks in Tehran on June 9th.
foreign operations wing, al-Quds
Force.
There were suggestions that this
dramatic move, in effect stripping
control of Iran’s military intervention from Soleimani, indicated
Rohani’s administration is leaning
towards a negotiated end to the
conflict, encouraged by the United
States.
Buttressing that interpretation
of what is a novel Iranian move is
Shamkhani’s call for “a dialogue
between Syrian parties instead of
resuming the war and shedding
blood” during a recent meeting
with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov.
On June 15th, Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, a
close Rohani associate who negotiated the July 2015 nuclear agreement with US Secretary of State
John Kerry much to the dismay of
the Tehran hardliners, attended
a two-day diplomatic meeting in
Oslo.
There Zarif let it be known that he
has more authority on the thorny

Syria issue and that Tehran may be
inclined to be more flexible on efforts to find a political settlement.
He talked with Kerry about how the
Syrian war could be ended.
“The Syrian crisis can only be
resolved politically and a solution to the Syrian crisis will not be
achieved through military means,”
Zarif declared at an Oslo news conference.
Back in Tehran on June 19th, Zarif
sacked his deputy minister for Arab
and African affairs, Hossein AmirAbdollahian, a seasoned Arabicspeaking diplomat reputedly affiliated with the IRGC, and replaced
him with Hossein Jaberi Ansari, the
Foreign Ministry spokesman and
considered a moderate close to the
president.
There was no official explanation for that surprise shuffle either,
which was clearly a bold move
against the hardliners, reflecting
the moderates’ growing concern
for what they see as a headlong
rush towards wider conflict in the
region.

On June 20th, Soleimani, in Syria,
fired back, demonstrating that he
will not be shunted aside by Rohani
and Zarif and that they should not
seek a negotiated settlement in Syria or other reforms.
In a rare and hostile public statement, the shadowy spymaster and
strategist blasted the decision by
Sunni-ruled Bahrain, a Saudi ally,
to revoke the nationality of the island kingdom’s top Shia cleric for
leading demands for reform by its
Shia majority.
Bahrain’s rulers, he said, “will
pay the price for their actions and
its result will be… the annihilation
of this bloodthirsty regime” and
“the beginning of a bloody uprising”.
His blood-curdling threats were
praised by conservative analysts
and there is no sign the hardliners
will relinquish their expansionist
aims. Ultimately, it will depend on
what Khamenei, who constantly
plays both sides against the middle, will do. So far he has said
nothing.

Tehran still looking to reap benefits of nuclear deal
Gareth Smyth

London

T

he nuclear agreement between Iran and US-led
world powers — known as
the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA) —
has survived the first of its ten years.
In terms of foreign direct investment (FDI), Iran jumped from 12th
of 14 Middle East countries to third,
according to fDi Markets, a Financial
Times service. Boeing announced it
received US government clearance
for a deal with Tehran that Iranian
officials put at $25 billion.
However, as the world braces for
new instability emerging from Britain’s decision to leave the European
Union, the Iran nuclear deal, signed
July 14th, 2015, remains under attack in Iran, in the United States and
in many Arab states. It is the United
States where the greatest strain lies.
Republican Party presidential hopeful Donald Trump has called the
Iran deal a “humiliation”, sensing a
boost for his anti-immigrant, antiMuslim populism in the British referendum result.
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei recently said the pros
and cons of the JCPOA had been
“exaggerated” with its “porousness
and loopholes” exploited by the
“enemy”.
He argued that while Iran had suspended uranium enrichment to 20%
purity, closed the fortified Fordow
nuclear site and the Arak heavy-water facility, the Americans had not
fulfilled “major parts” of their com-

Iranian Minister of Transportation Abbas Ahmad Akhoundi
speaks during the CAPA 2016 Iran Aviation Summit in Tehran, last
January.
mitments.
Khamenei insisted Iran would not
be the first to abandon the agreement but he warned that “if the
other side seeks to break it, as some
candidates in the US presidential
elections threaten to tear it to pieces, we will set it ablaze”.
Despite the Boeing deal and the
FDI figures, continuing US sanctions
are deterring companies and wouldbe investors. The nuclear agreement led in January to the lifting of
UN sanctions and many US and EU
sanctions.
Tehran’s oil exports are back
nearly to 2012 levels but Washington continues in general to block US
financial institutions from contact
with the Islamic Republic, barring

foreign banks’ access to dollars for
trade with Iran.
The United States also sanctions
around 200 Iranian entities and
individuals for support of “terrorism” or for alleged infringement of
human rights. Inevitably, foreign
companies interested in Iran are
anxious about unwittingly reaching
deals with designated entities, especially the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC), whose extensive holdings include shares in companies listed on the Tehran Stock
Exchange.
As European firms — including
Peugeot, Italian steel firm Danieli
and Airbus — have signed multibillion-dollar agreements with Iran,
European Finance ministers have

sought clarification from Washington only to be told policy is clear:
that companies should exercise due
diligence and clarify ambiguities
with Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC), the relevant section of the
US Treasury.
The risks are large. Past US fines
have included a record $9 billion
slapped on BNP Paribas in 2014 in
part for dealing with Iran. Among
those ruling out early dealings with
Iran are Switzerland’s UBS (fined
$100 million in 2005 for supplying
Tehran with new US banknotes),
Credit Suisse Group (fined $536 million in 2009 for dealing with Iran),
Germany’s Deutsche Bank, France’s
Société Générale and Britain’s
Standard Chartered.
The British Foreign Office estimated that EU-Iran trade could quadruple in two years from an annual $8
billion — calculations that may be revised after the Brexit vote. However,
global law firm Clyde and Company
suggests that more than half of international companies interested in
Iran are holding back.
Iranian officials, such as Khamenei, have expressed disappointment
over how the deal is panning out.
According to US Secretary of State
John Kerry, Iran has recouped just
$3 billion of $100 billion in assets
frozen internationally.
In Washington in April, Valiollah
Seif, Iran’s Central Bank governor,
said Tehran had received “almost
nothing” in sanctions relief. Matters were not helped by April’s US
Supreme Court decision to allow $2
billion of Iran’s frozen assets to be
awarded to relatives of US servicemen killed in Lebanon in 1983 by

militants allegedly linked to Iran.
The lack of progress strengthens
critics of the agreement in Iran as
fundamentalists look for a candidate to challenge Iranian President
Hassan Rohani in the 2017 presidential election.
In a reflection of government
concern, Iranian media recently
announced a plan to allocate the
equivalent of $4.6 billion to help
small and medium-sized enterprises
in the current Iranian year, which
ends in March 2017.

Boeing announced it
received US
government clearance
for a deal with Tehran
that Iranian officials
put at $25 billion.
Local-grown business is not
enough. Attracting foreign investment is part of Rohani’s wider plan
for economic reform.
The president wants, for example, to scale back the involvement of
the IRGC and their companies. One
test case is the $2.7 billion bullettrain project linking Tehran, Qom
and Isfahan, signed with a Chinese
company and an IRGC outfit in 2010
but which the government wants
to open in part to Western firms,
including Germany’s Siemens and
Italy’s Gruppo Ferrovie dello Stato
Italiane.
Continuing US sanctions make attracting such foreign involvement
more difficult for Rohani.
Gareth Smyth was chief
correspondent for the Financial
Times in Iran from 2003-07.
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Inside the West’s secret war against ISIS
James Bruce

Beirut

C

olonel
Bakour
Salim,
leader of a rebel group affiliated with the Free Syrian Army (FSA), was assassinated in June by an
Islamic State (ISIS) suicide bomber
apparently because he had allegedly been collaborating with a European intelligence service in the war
against the jihadists in the desert region where the borders of Syria, Iraq
and Jordan converge.
Regional sources identified the
European agency as Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service, popularly known as MI6. MI6, like the
US Central Intelligence Agency, is
well-entrenched in Jordan with the
Hashemite kingdom’s General Intelligence Directorate, one of the most
efficient security services in the
Arab world and a key element in the
expanding secret war against ISIS.
Salim commanded the Ahmad alAbdo Martyrs Forces, a little-known
group believed to be supported
by the United States and Jordan.
The High Negotiations Committee, which represents Syrian rebel
organisations at the faltering peace
negotiations in Geneva, said Salim
was a member of the group.

A senior British officer
observed: “We took
over 3,500 terrorists
off the streets of
Baghdad in around 18
months.”
Salim was killed June 9th at a base
in the eastern Qalamoun Mountains
of Syria, where his group had made
advances against ISIS. His assassination could also be viewed as
a jihadist attempt to sabotage the
faltering peace process as well as an
attack on Western intelligence services that run their secret war from
Jordan.
The British newspaper the Times
reported in June that a Jordan-based
detachment of Britain’s elite Special Air Service (SAS) was crossing
into Syria to support the New Syrian Army (NSA). The NSA, suppos-

edly made up of defectors from Syrian Army special forces troops and
backed by the United States, Britain
and Jordan, is part of the FSA.
The Americans have recently built
up their special operations forces
deployment in Syria and Kurdish
and Arab rebel forces linked to these
elite troops, trained to operate covertly and behind enemy lines, have
made significant advances against
ISIS.

Apart from the British,
French and Australian
special forces are also
operating in Syria and
Iraq.
Apart from the British, French
and Australian special forces are
also operating in Syria and Iraq.
Syrian regime sources claim there
are German operatives active in the
flashpoint region around the contested city of Aleppo. Germany denied the reports.
These forces — some 300 Americans, 100-150 Britons and 150
French — have become the cutting edge of a vast, multinational
intelligence-run operation in Syria
largely based in Jordan, which has
become the hub of the US-led coalition’s military effort against ISIS,
and which, as recent events have
shown, marked Jordan as a target
for ISIS.
Special forces operations are by
their nature largely covert and thus
there is little official confirmation
of their activities. But in March, US
Defense Secretary Ashton Carter
shed light on the Pentagon’s newly
unveiled “specialised expeditionary
targeting force” after a team from
the US Army’s elite Delta Force, captured a key ISIS leader the previous
month.
Carter said the unit would be part
of accelerated covert operations “to
conduct raids of various kinds, seizing places and people, freeing hostages and prisoners… and making it
such that [ISIS] has to fear that anywhere, anytime, it may be struck.”
This force, which includes Australian SAS troops, appears to replicate an allied covert group known as
Task Force Black, an amalgam of the

US special operations forces walk in the village of Fatisah in the northern Syrian province of Raqqa,
last May.
SAS and the US Army’s Delta Force,
that was highly successful against
al-Qaeda in Iraq, ISIS’s predecessor,
in gathering intelligence.
It also eliminated many al-Qaeda’s leaders in Iraq, including its
bloodthirsty Jordanian leader Abu
Musab Zarqawi, in a nightly wave of
special operations at the height of
the terror campaign in 2006.
A senior British officer observed:
“We took over 3,500 terrorists off
the streets of Baghdad in around 18
months.”
US President Barack Obama recently escalated the special forces
war, supported by US-led air strikes,
because of growing pressure in the
US Congress for a major conventional military campaign that would employ the full range of US firepower.
The current strategy would appear to be a compromise and, although it has produced some tactical gains on the ground in recent
weeks, most analysts do not believe
it will be enough to pulverise ISIS or
crush its ideology.

Lieutenant-General Robert P.
Otto, the US Air Force chief of staff
for intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance, recently acknowledged that decapitation strikes can
only have a short-term impact on
ISIS’s capabilities.
“From my observation, when we
take (high-value individuals) off
the battlefield, there’s a temporary
impact on operations and then the
adversary appoints someone else in
his place,” he said. “There’s always
someone somebody else… We can’t
kill our way out of this war.”
Still, in recent months, there has
been a marked improvement in
targeting ISIS leaders, field commanders as well as administrators,
economists, recruiters and the like,
and much of this has stemmed from
more accurate intelligence acquired
by special forces, mainly US and
British.
The United States claims more
than 120 senior ISIS officials have
been killed or captured in recent
months, including at least 15 key

figures. The manhunt for ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi has been
stepped up.
There are also several hundred
US special forces in Iraq and Yemen.
Other Western special forces operations are under way in Yemen, Somalia, Libya and elsewhere across
North Africa, where France, as the
former colonial power, has been
leading the charge since 2013.
British SAS troopers have been
deployed in Libya, a major oil producer where ISIS has sought to establish a new operational base closer to Europe, since the beginning of
the year, according to a confidential
briefing given by King Abdullah of
Jordan to US congressional leaders
on January 11th and leaked to British newspapers.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.

Defector from extremism recounts his journey
Rasha Elass

Washington

A

hmed Abdellahy was a
shy kid. As a teenager, he
eschewed social groups
and thought girls were
“aliens”. In 2000, while
enrolled at the Beirut Arab University in Cairo, he found himself on the
sidelines of the social spectrum. It
was there that he fell in with Islamists who embraced him as a brother
and made him feel he was superior
to those who had ignored him.
“You have your own gang and
they call you ‘brother’. Suddenly
you’re above everyone else. You’re
better than the people at university. They’re all sinners,” he told The
Arab Weekly after delivering a talk
at the Washington think-tank New
America Foundation.
Abdellahy recalled how he grew
a beard and assumed a stricter
practice of Islam. He stopped shaking hands with women and no
longer greeted Christians, including friends of his father who had
been fixtures at Abdellahy’s home
throughout his youth. He wanted
to leave Egypt to wage jihad somewhere but did not have an opportunity to put this plan into action. Instead, he stayed at home and spent
hours discussing the minutiae of
Salafi Islam with his new friends.
“When you prostrate during
prayer, should your hands touch
the floor first or your knees? Your
gilbab, should it fall above the ankle

Ahmed Abdellahy discusses his defection from jihadists before an
audience at the New America Foundation in Washington.
or a bit higher still? These were the
things that preoccupied us,” he said.
Abdellahy grew frustrated with
what he thought was a stagnant
conversation about religion and
spirituality so he read books and
other free information online. He
came to realise that the sheikhs
he listened to were cherry-picking
their sermons from original sources
and he grew suspicious of the men
who had declared themselves interpreters of Islam.
However, the event that jolted
him out of his extremism was when
Chechen rebels seized a school in
Beslan, Russia, in 2004, and killed
385 people, including 186 children.

“It was disgusting and there’s no
excuse for it but the people around
me justified it,” he said. “That was
the turning point for me and it took
two years of gradual withdrawal
before I completely abandoned the
extremist ideology.”
Anne Speckhard, a psychologist
at Georgetown University and author of ISIS Defectors: Inside Stories
of Confronting the Caliphate, said
Abdellahy’s journey is typical of
many defectors from terrorism.
“Ahmed was initially vulnerable
to recruitment because he felt rejected. From his perspective, the
Islamists looked respectable and
willing to accept him and if girls

were rejecting him before, suddenly
he was in control because he is not
shaking their hands,” she said.
“And people turn away from
groups like this after witnessing extreme brutality, especially against
women and kids. They become
turned off and Beslan was going too
far for many initial supporters. Even
the Chechen groups changed strategy after that.”
Abdellahy runs a blog called
ElOutsider2007, commemorating
the year he abandoned extremism. His writings challenge the belief system of those he once called
brothers. He knows he is risking accusations of apostasy and the death
sentence that comes with it.
Abdellahy is one of a growing
number of young Arabs who use the
internet to access and disseminate
alternative information, including
atheists and other counter-culturalists who challenge religious authority and dogma at the risk of imprisonment or worse. Abdellahy said
Egyptian authorities are too quick
to suppress young intellectuals and
liberals.
Nadia Oweidat, a senior fellow
at New America Foundation and a
scholar at Georgetown University,
said the political and legal atmospheres in the Arab world create a
fertile environment for extremism.
“The problem is when you engage in debate about reforming Islamic thought, you end up breaking
draconian blasphemy laws. There
are many intellectuals and thinkers
from around the Arab world in prison because of these laws. Yet, if you

want to become an extremist, the
road is wide open for you,” she said.
Abdellahy said Egypt’s educational system was a primer for his
extremist views. He was taught,
for example, that Christians are impure.
Abdellahy’s candid recollection
of his personal journey triggered
hostility from some in the audience,
similar to the typical reactions such
a conversation invokes in much of
the Arab world. One man claimed
that Abdellahy knew nothing about
Islam, saying: “You’re not a scholar
of Islam. What do you really know?”
Another attendee said the war
against the Soviets in Afghanistan
was “the source of Islamic extremism”.

Abdellahy grew
frustrated with what
he thought was a
stagnant conversation
about religion and
spirituality.
A young woman and recent convert to Islam accused Abdellahy of
not addressing violence committed
by the United States.
Abdellahy, who recently moved
to the United States to pursue his
education, said he would continue
to blog about religion and extremism and planned to translate his
blog into English.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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Michelle Obama
visits Morocco
to promote girls’
education
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

U

S first lady Michelle
Obama announced a
$100 million aid package for Morocco to
establish a secondary
education system that is expected
to benefit some 100,000 Moroccan
students, including 50,000 girls.
Accompanied by her daughters
Sasha and Malia, Obama, during a
visit to Marrakech, pledged to tackle exclusion of girls from schools
worldwide.

Obama’s visit to
Morocco was part of a
six-day tour to
promote the US Let
Girls Learn initiative.
The trip included
stops in Liberia and
Cape Verde.
“We will emerge together as a
group of women to tackle this exclusion,” which affects some 62
million girls around the world,
Obama said during an exchange
with Moroccan teenage girls as
part of the US initiative launched
in 2015.
“I am sitting here now as the US
first lady, talking to you, because of
my education,” she said.
Some girls told of obstacles, including lack of financial resources

and the remoteness of schools
from their homes, faced by teenage
girls to access education.
The meeting, moderated by CNN
journalist Isha Sesay, was attended
by US actress Meryl Streep and Indian actress Freida Pinto who are
both active in promoting female
access to education.
Obama’s visit to Morocco is part
of a six-day tour to promote the US
Let Girls Learn initiative. The trip
included stops in Liberia and Cape
Verde.
The aid package is part of $450
million fund developed by the Millennium Challenge Corporation, a
US government foreign aid agency,
to help Morocco boost education
and employability.
Some $46 million of the money
will be dedicated to the Education for Employability Partnership
Fund, which funds programmes
with non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and private companies for girls and to reduce gender
inequality.
Another $400 000 was given to
Morocco by the US Agency for International Development (USAID)
to be used for girls’ education in
rural areas. It will help build five
Dar Taliba (houses for schoolgirls),
which are to open in September
to encourage girls to go to school
safely.
More than one-third of the Moroccan population is illiterate —
one of the highest rates in North
Africa. The rate — 41% — is higher
for women, according to official

Actress Meryl Streep (R) and US first lady Michelle Obama talk with teenage girls in Marrakech,
Morocco, on June 28th.
data.
The school parity index is especially low in rural areas and among
the poor, the Human Rights National Council said in a 2015 report,
based on figures from Morocco’s
Ministry of Education. Only 25%
of girls aged 4 to 5 attended preschool, compared to 45% of boys in
the same age group in rural areas.
In 2015, literacy among females

aged 15 and older in Morocco was
58.8% compared to 78.6% among
males last year, according to the
CIA World Factbook.
Launched in March 2015 by US
President Barack Obama and the
first lady, the Let Girls Learn initiative seeks to help the more than 62
million girls around the world obtain an education by overcoming
obstacles and challenges impeding

their schooling.
Morocco is the 36th country to
host the initiative. The North African kingdom will be responsible for
training volunteers and community leaders to advance education
and empower girls. The US Peace
Corps will work with local officials to focus on the development
of girls through building skills for
leadership and employment.

Euro 2016 overshadowed by fan violence and terrorism fears
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

s the Euro 2016 football
tournament in France
entered the final matches, security forces remained on high alert
due to fears of terrorist attacks but
it was violent clashes between rival
fans, not terrorism, that dominated
the headlines.
At least 90,000 security officers

were placed on duty across France
for the tournament, which lasts until July 10th. A total of 42,000 police officers and 30,000 gendarmes
have been deployed, while 10,000
soldiers engaged in counter-terrorism duties in France were given
additional responsibilities. Euro
2016 organisers also added 13,000
private security agents to work on
match days.
“We are doing everything to avoid
a terrorist attack and we’re preparing to react to one,” French Interior
Minister Bernard Cazeneuve said

A Russian fan passes police in Toulouse ahead of a football match.

ahead of the tournament. “Such
a unique event in exceptional circumstances requires extra security
measures.”
However, the biggest challenge
that security forces have faced has
been rowdy fans intent on causing
trouble, with a number of games
marred by violence.

At least 90,000
security officers were
placed on duty across
France for the
tournament

UEFA officials issued Russia a
suspended disqualification for fan
violence following a contentious
game against England. French authorities arrested and sent home
dozens of Russian fans believed
to be behind the fighting. As the
tournament progressed, and teams
were eliminated, the prospect of
fan violence has decreased.
Stadium security has come in for
criticism with fans setting off flares
and fireworks during a number of
matches. Questions were raised as
to how fans were able to smuggle
flares and fireworks into stadiums
amid the heightened security.
“We were surprised by how slack
the searches were going into the
ground because they were almost
non-existent. It was just a quick
pat down and then they let you
through. If they were doing them
properly, how would the Russian
fans have got the fireworks and
flares in?” England fan Sam Blackwell asked the BBC.
“I would say it was very poor security given all I have been reading
in the press about how it was going
to be at its highest because of the
risks that there were from other
threats. I thought it was very poor,”
he said.
Both England and Russia were
knocked out of the tournament,
with dejected fans returning home.
There also have been terrorist
threats. French police commander Jean-Baptiste Salvaing and his
partner were killed at their home
outside of Paris by Larossi Abballa,
a French national with previous
convictions for terrorism. In a video posted on social media after the
killings, Abballa swore allegiance to
the Islamic State (ISIS) and warned:
“We have other surprises for you
[at] the Euros. The Euros will be a
cemetery.”
French President François Hollande described the attack as “incontestably a terrorist act” and

stressed that security agencies were
doing everything in their power to
ensure a safe environment for football fans.
The Paris attack came just days
before Belgian police announced
they foiled a plot designed to attack people in Brussels watching
the Belgium-Ireland match at public fan zones, spaces with huge
screens to allow the games to be
viewed live. They have been a major security concern with experts
warning that these could be prime
terrorist targets.

“We are doing
everything to avoid
a terrorist attack and
we’re preparing to
react to one.”
French Interior Minister
Bernard Cazeneuve
Belgian authorities announced
they had charged three men with
attempting to commit a terrorist
attack and belonging to a terrorist
group. Police subsequently carried out additional raids across the
country searching for arms and explosives that were to be used in the
attack. Security sources warned the
cell had ties to the terrorists who
carried earlier Paris and Brussels
attacks that killed more than 160
people.
The terror-alert level in Belgium
is at its second highest, with the
threat of an attack judged as being “possible and likely”. Belgian
Prime Minister Charles Michel,
however, said fan zones in Brussels
would continue to operate.
“We want to continue living normally,” he said. “The situation is
under control. We are extremely
vigilant. We are monitoring the
situation hour-by-hour and we will
continue with determination the
fight against extremism, radicalisation and terrorism.”
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Obama faces growing criticism on Syria
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

D

espite criticism from
members of the US Congress and within the US
State Department, US
President Barack Obama
is unlikely to change his Syria policy, even in the face of stymied diplomatic talks and defiance by the
Syrian regime.
Obama apparently believes that
more robust military action in Syria
carries more risks than benefits and
this remains his guiding philosophy.
In the interview Obama gave to
Jeffrey Goldberg of the Atlantic
magazine, the president hinted that
he was frustrated by US Secretary
of State John Kerry’s and Vice-President Joe Biden’s urging for more
action in Syria. Kerry admitted to
Goldberg that he has more of a bias
towards action than Obama but
suggested that does not hurt his relationship with the president.

Obama apparently
believes that more
robust military action
in Syria carries more
risks than benefits.
Obama told Goldberg that any
thoughtful president, after more
than a decade of war in the region,
“would hesitate about making a
renewed commitment in the exact
same region of the world with some
of the exact same dynamics and the
same probability of an unsatisfactory outcome”.
It is this caution that has exasperated the more hawkish members
of Congress as well as some diplomats. In June, 51 mid-level State
Department officials wrote a letter
through the department’s dissent
channel calling for “a more militarily assertive US role based on the
judicious use of stand-off and air
weapons”. The letter said the moral
rationale for “taking steps to end
the deaths and suffering in Syria,
after five years of brutal war, is evident and unquestionable”.
Kerry said the dissent letter was
“very good” and met with a few of
its authors but did not openly endorse their position. Biden used the
occasion of a television interview
to be the administration’s chief crit-

US Secretary of State John Kerry (L) and UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura address a joint press conference in Vienna,
Austria, last May.
ic of the letter, saying “not a single,
solitary recommendation that I saw
[in the dissent letter] has a single,
solitary answer attached to it.”
Biden added that Obama “has
been fastidious” in asking the US
military and intelligence agencies
about what will work and not work
in Syria. Biden suggested it would
be wrong to “do something about
(Syrian President Bashar) Assad
first”.
Obama thus is content with his
Syria strategy of using a few hundred US special operations forces
personnel to work with the Syrian Democratic Forces (comprised
of Kurds and Arab tribesmen) in
northern and eastern Syria to fight
against the Islamic State (ISIS), using US and coalition air power to
strike ISIS targets and pursuing an
international diplomatic route to

try and reach a consensus about a
new Syrian regime.
The problem is that the current
military strategy is like a slow moving train. Obama’s hope is that ISIS
will be degraded over time and
eventually lose its “caliphate” capital of Raqqa but ISIS has proven to
be resilient and has even mounted
counter-attacks in recent weeks.
The diplomatic route about Assad’s future and a new regime remains a distant goal. Buoyed by
Russian air strikes, Assad does not
seem inclined to pack up and leave.
All of this leaves the Syrian opposition frustrated.
Politically, Syria has emerged as
a top foreign policy issue during
the US presidential campaign season. Presumptive Republican Party
nominee Donald Trump has lambasted the Obama administration

for not doing enough against ISIS
and has promised that if elected he
will put an end to the jihadist group
“very soon”.
This is the one foreign policy issue where Trump, who is more
of an isolationist, says the United
States must act militarily.
Hillary Clinton, the presumptive
Democratic Party nominee, has a
more hawkish position than Obama
because of her support for a no-fly
zone to protect Syrian citizens. After criticism from her Democratic
rival, Bernie Sanders, who argued
that the Arab states must take on
ISIS, Clinton has been silent on the
issue.
Obama’s cautious approach to
Syria has risks for his own legacy.
Hundreds of thousands of Syrians
have died on his watch and millions have become refugees. This is

a major humanitarian disaster that
he has been saddled with and historians might say Obama’s caution
(and that of other leaders) was inexcusable.
It could even be something akin
to president Bill Clinton’s inaction
during the 1994 Rwandan genocide, which Clinton later acknowledged as being one of his greatest
mistakes.
However, in Obama’s thinking, a
repeat of the 2003 Iraq war would
be a more serious mistake and he
is probably hoping that his caution
on Syria will be viewed sympathetically in that light.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

Clinton better for the Palestinians than Bernie Sanders

View poi nt

Khairallah
Khairallah

O

ne of the positives
for Hillary Clinton
becoming the
presumptive
nominee for US
president for the
Democratic Party is that this
means that rival candidate Bernie
Sanders is, for all intents and
purposes, out of the presidential
race.
US Republican Party nominee
Donald Trump’s best chance of
reaching the White House would
be to contest a presidential
election against the left-wing
senator from Vermont. What is
ironic is that many Arabs backed
Sanders on the basis that he is a
supporter of the Palestinian
cause and has strongly criticised
Israeli policies in the past,
something that few American
politicians dare to do.
The past eight years of the

Many say Clinton will
not simply replicate
Obama’s foreign policies,
particularly regarding
Iran and the Syrian crisis.

Obama administration clearly
demonstrates the United States’
inability to deal with Israel in a
way that serves the peace
process.
US President Barack Obama
began his presidency by pledging
that resolving the PalestinianIsraeli issue would be one of his
main priorities. Despite putting
huge pressure on Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
nothing changed and Tel Aviv has
continued its restrictive policies
that ensure that the two-state
solution remains unviable. There
can be no independent Palestinian state under these conditions.
Now that Clinton has secured
enough delegates to clinch the
Democratic nomination, her path
to the presidential election, and
victory, are clear. Whatever
happens, Clinton has already
made the history books as the
first woman to become the
presidential nominee of one of
America’s two major parties.
If she becomes president, she
will be the first woman to lead
the world’s last remaining
superpower and the second
Clinton to be president. This will
be no less a history-shattering
moment than Obama’s own
presidency.
So what can we expect from a

President Hillary Clinton? She
played a major role in the United
States’ rapprochement with Iran
during her tenure as secretary of
State. She would have been well
aware of secret talks between US
and Iranian officials that preceded the signing of the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action in
July 2015.
Regarding Middle East foreign
policy, Clinton will likely follow
the general approach that was
favoured by Obama, even if she is
far more knowledgeable about
the region. The main question is:
Will President Clinton continue
to appease Iran in the same
manner that Obama has, including turning a blind eye to its
support for terrorism and
regional schemes?
Many say Clinton will not
simply replicate Obama’s foreign
policies, particularly regarding
Iran and the Syrian crisis. There
may be some differences but we
cannot expect a major radical
shift between a future Clinton
administration and the current
Obama administration.
However, Clinton’s involvement in the Obama cabinet has
given her important experience,
particularly regarding foreign
policy and the Middle East. She is
well aware of what Iran is doing

Clinton
will not
forget the
Palestinian
cause if she
returns to
the White
House,
even if
other issues
might take
precedence.

in the region and its sectarian
expansionist project that
stretches from Iraq, Syria,
Lebanon and even into Yemen.
After all this, will Clinton recall
the Palestinian cause at a time
when few people are concerned
about the injustice that the
Palestinian people are experiencing?
President Bill Clinton played a
key role in seeking a PalestinianIsraeli agreement, even if this did
not have the desired results. He
was instrumental in the 1993 Oslo
agreement and the 2000 Camp
David summit. Although no final
agreement that was acceptable to
both sides was forthcoming,
there can be no doubt that he
truly sought to resolve this.
Hillary Clinton was at her husband’s side throughout all this.
With Hillary Clinton now in
possession of 2,800 delegates —
far more than the 2,383 needed to
win the nomination — it is clear
that she will be the Democratic
nominee for president in the
November elections. Clinton will
not forget the Palestinian cause if
she returns to the White House,
even if other issues might take
precedence.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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Egypt warming up to natural gas prospects

Putin lifts Turkey
travel restrictions

Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

A

natural gas find by British oil company BP in
the Nile Delta adds to a
growing list of natural
resources discoveries in
Egypt and bodes well for the country’s energy future, experts said.
“These discoveries just prove optimistic forecasts for the economy
to be true,” said Hossam Arafat, the
head of the oil section at the independent Commerce Chambers Federation. “When production from
these finds comes online, it will
make Egypt self-sufficient.”
BP said the Baltim SW-1 exploration well, drilled in water depths of
25 metres east of the delta, reached
a total depth of 3,750 metres and
penetrated approximately 62 metres of net gas pay in high-quality
Messinian sandstones. This discovery, which is only 12km off shore,
joins the Nooros field, which was
discovered a year ago and is producing 65,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day.
Further appraisals, the company
said, will be required to reveal the
potential of the discovery, one of a
number of recent energy resource
finds in Egyptian territory.

“These discoveries
just prove optimistic
forecasts for the
economy to be true.”
Hossam Arafat, head of the
oil section at the Commerce
Chambers Federation
Last August, the Italian energy
company Eni found what it described as a “supergiant” gas field
in one of its exploration concessions in Egyptian Mediterranean
waters. The company described
the Zohr field as a “game-changer”.
Drilling started in December and
production from the field is expected to come online in late 2018
or early 2019.
Oil and gas experts say the discoveries will alter Egypt’s fortunes,
put an end to liquefied natural gas
(LNG) imports, save billions of dollars and bring Egyptian gas to inter-

Offshore gas exploration in Egypt.
national markets.
“The government spends billions of dollars every year on gas
imports but this is not only about
saving this money, it is also about
the far-reaching effects the discovery of this vast gas wealth will have
on the economic conditions of this
country as a whole,” said Mukhtar
al-Sherif, an economics professor
at al-Azhar University.
Thousands of Egypt’s factories
closed in recent years due to energy shortages. Power outages are
blamed on the lack of gas to keep
Egyptian electricity generation
plants running. Declining output
and power outages forced Egypt
in 2014 to suspend gas exports and
divert gas, usually sent to liquefaction plants, to domestic use.
In 2015, Egypt produced 42 billion cubic metres of gas but this
was about 20 million cubic metres a day less than the country’s
power plants, factories and facilities needed. It had to make up for
the deficit by importing expensive
LNG. The energy deficit is expected
to rise to 48 million cubic metres a

day in the 2017-18 fiscal year.
Based on the new discoveries,
however, Egypt can expect to more
than double gas production by
2019-20 by bringing on stream 50
billion-60 billion cubic metres of
gas, experts said.
“Apart from achieving self-sufficiency and stopping expensive
imports, the new discoveries will
allow Egypt to export part of its
gas to other countries,” Arafat said.
“This will reflect positively on the
conditions of the national economy at the end of the day.”

A natural gas find by
British oil company BP
in the Nile Delta adds
to a growing list of
natural resources
discoveries in Egypt.
Once the Zohr field reaches peak
production, it is expected to produce 70.8 million-76.4 million cubic metres of gas a day. Other gas
fields are likely to begin production
in the next few years.

In 2015, Egypt awarded four offshore licences to major international oil companies. In 2014 and
2015, the government offered 56
concessions in total. It also plans to
announce an international tender
this year for 11 exploration blocks
in the Mediterranean and Nile Delta.
Egypt will spend $8 billion on
LNG imports in 2016, according to
Petroleum Minister Tarek al-Mulla.
Economists say this is a drain on
the country’s finances. Egypt suffers from a shortage of foreign currency and has to depend on Gulf
allies to provide it with oil and gas.
“The new discoveries are gifts
from on high to a country deeply
steeped in economic troubles,”
Sherif said. “They will help us save
money, turn on the machines of
our factories, put an end to power
outages and in case of exporting
production, they will bring us a lot
of badly needed dollars.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

Decline in phosphate
production takes
heavy toll on
Tunisia’s economy
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he drop in phosphate exports because of social
unrest has deprived Tunisia of about $3.4 billion in
recent years, the equivalent of 60% of the country’s foreign
currency reserves, officials said.
“For more than five years since
2011 we only had six months of
normal conditions for production.
Our highest level of production
was 40% of the output which we
reached in 2010,” said Sadok Ben
Othmane, the head of mining at the
Ministry of Industry, Energy and
Mines.
Tunisia’s phosphate output stood
at 8.1 million tonnes in 2010 when
the value of its phosphate products was $1.4 billion. That amount
dropped to $428 million in 2015.
Tunisia expects $1.1 billion in export earnings this year if phosphate
output meets the forecast production of 6.5 million tonnes.
When phosphate production is at

Briefs

average levels in Tunisia, it exceeds
8 million tonnes yearly, making the
country the world’s fifth largest
phosphate producer.
Street protests over lack of jobs
erupted in December 2010 in the
south-western province of Sidi
Bouzid and ended up toppling the
23-year rule of president Zine elAbidine Ben Ali in January 2011.
Social unrest in the phosphateproducing region of Gafsa contributed to slashing the phosphate output to 2.3 million tonnes in 2011, 2.6
million tonnes in 2012 and 3.1 million tonnes the following year.

The drop in phosphate
exports because of
social unrest has
deprived Tunisia of
about $3.4 billion in
recent years.
The country expects phosphate
output to increase this year to 6.5
million tonnes after totalling 3.2
million tonnes in 2015 and 3.5 million tonnes in 2014. Tunisia exports
phosphate products to Europe, Asia
and South America.

Russian President Vladimir Putin
lifted Moscow’s travel restrictions
to Turkey and ordered trade ties
normalised after his first phone call
with his Turkish counterpart Recep
Tayyip Erdogan since Ankara shot
down a Russian warplane in November 2015.
Moscow instituted a range of
sanctions on Ankara, including an
embargo on Turkish food products,
as well as a ban on charter flights
and sales of package tours to the
country and the reintroduction of
visas for Turkish visitors.
“I want to start with the question of tourism… we are lifting the
administrative restrictions in this
area,” Putin said. “I ask that the Russian government begins the process
of normalising general trade and
economic ties with Turkey.”
The breakthrough phone call by
Putin to Erdogan came after the
Turkish strongman sent a letter to
the Kremlin leader that Moscow said
contained an apology.
The Kremlin said Putin expressed
“profound condolences” over the
June 28th bombing and shooting attack at Istanbul’s main airport.
(Agence France-Presse)

Dubai awards
Alstom-led
consortium $2.88
billion metro
extension
Dubai’s transport authority announced that a French-led consortium was awarded a $2.88 billion contract to extend its metro network to
the site of the Expo 2020 world trade
fair.
The consortium, led by France’s
Alstom Conglomerate and including Spain’s Acciona and Turkey’s
Gulermak, will construct a 15km extension to the site of the fair, a statement said.
The consortium, dubbed Expolink, will begin work on the project in the final quarter of 2016,
Road and Transport Authority
Chairman Mattar al-Tayer said. Services should begin in May 2020, five
months ahead of the trade fair.
Alstom had led a consortium that
built Dubai’s 10km tramway, which
cost just more than $1 billion and
opened in 2014.
(Agence France-Presse)

UAE to merge 2
investment funds

A 2012 file picture shows work at a phosphate mine in Metlaoui,
southern Tunisia.
Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi cited the crisis in the phosphate mining region as one of the
country’s main challenges when he
called for a unity government to replace the four-party coalition headed by Prime Minister Habib Essid.
Central Bank governor Chedly
Ayari warned the government may
be unable to pay the wages of its
employees next year because of
the shortfall in fiscal revenues and
other budget resources.
Phosphates produced in Gafsa
are shipped by train to Gabes and
Skhira on the east coast, where they
are used for fertiliser and other derivatives.
“Sit-ins and blockades are continuing,” said Ben Othmane.
There was some respite from

the unrest during the second half
of 2015, but it erupted again in the
north-eastern town of Kasserine on
January 18th.
“The only solution to the situation is through dialogue. We need
to join efforts with civil society organisations, parliament members
and other society influences to
tackle the situation,” said Ben Othmane.
He said the phosphate production group plans to provide 3,380
jobs in the next three years, partly
aimed at helping the region’s economy and to curtail social anger and
frustration.
“We can recover quickly with the
good quality of our products and
the strength of our sales force,” said
Ben Othman.

A top UAE official ordered the
merger of two prominent government wealth funds, streamlining
the country’s investment strategy as
it weathers a slump in oil prices.
The decision by Abu Dhabi Crown
Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
al-Nahyan will combine Mubadala
Development Company and the International Petroleum Investment
Company (IPIC) into a new entity
that will hold approximately $135
billion in assets across businesses
ranging from computer chips to renewable energy.
Both companies are owned by
Abu Dhabi, the oil-rich capital of
the seven-state Emirates federation,
which includes the Gulf commercial
hub of Dubai.
State news agency WAM said the
tie-up would “create greater benefits and enhanced economic value”
for the Abu Dhabi government.
The Abu Dhabi companies’ most
recent financial statements show
that Mubadala holds about $67 billion in assets and IPIC $68 billion.
They together carry about $42 billion in debt.
(The Associated Press)
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Iraqis seek to preserve their ‘Garden of Eden’
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

C

“

an you imagine what
it is like to live in the
midst of water. It is
more than wonderful,” Oum Ali said,
recalling her childhood in al-Ahwar
marshes of southern Iraq, once
home to a vibrant wetland ecosystem.
In the 1960s, Iraq’s marshland,
often called the “Garden of Eden”,
had thick and nearly impenetrable
vegetation that protected and isolated its inhabitants, the Marsh Arabs, from outside powers. However,
war, development and aggressive
water control projects dried out the
unique wetland, triggering a campaign to include it on UNESCO’s
list of endangered natural heritage
sites.
“My family moved to the marshland when my father, who was a
teacher, was assigned to one of the
public schools there, said Oum Ali,
60. “Life was so different from the
city. There were no cars and no concrete buildings but small reed houses scattered across the marshes and
we used to commute in small boats
called mashaheef.”

In the 1960s, Iraq’s
marshland, often
called the “Garden of
Eden”, had thick and
nearly impenetrable
vegetation.
“It took us a while to get used to
living so primitively but we eventually appreciated that kind of
life. With my sisters and brothers,
we used to go fishing and hunting
ducks and birds that you could only
find in the marshes.”
The marshes, as depicted by Oum
Ali, no longer exist. They ended
when Iraq and its neighbouring
countries began water programmes
along the Tigris and Euphrates riv-

ers for irrigation and hydroelectric
power.
The final blow came in 1991 in the
wake of the first Gulf war, when
former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein established a series of projects,
including dams, dikes and canals,
in the marshes. These prevented
water from flowing into the area,
depriving the ancient fertile area of
its life source.
The projects were meant to punish the Marsh Arabs for supporting Shias who rebelled against
Saddam’s forces.

Only 4% of the
wetland, which
covered an average of
9,650 sq. km
in Iraq, remain.
Only 4% of the wetland, which
covered an average of 9,650 sq km
in Iraq, remain. Efforts to restore
the wetlands began after the 2003
US-led invasion of Iraq as the government sought to exploit the area
for tourism purposes.
Environmentalists, civil society
activists and local authorities in the
southern provinces campaigned to
include the marshes and the nearby
ancient city of Ur on the list of Protected World Heritage of UNESCO.
Artist and environmental activist Rayya Radi said: “Al-Ahwar is an
unusual world by itself, rich with
history and heritage closely linked
to the life of our ancestors and we
cannot stay idly over its demise.”
Omar Sattar, another activist,
stressed the importance of listing alAhwar among world heritage sites,
saying such a designation would
secure a bigger quota of water from
the Tigris and Euphrates. The current flow is limited to surplus water
allocated to irrigation.
“Once it becomes an internationally protected reserve, it will also facilitate UN monitoring,” Sattar said.
Compounded with a drought that
has stretched for two decades, the
draining of the marshes pushed

Al-Ahwar marshland in southern Iraq, a unique ecosystem in the region, is fading away.
Marsh Arabs, who owned livestock
— mainly cows or buffaloes — and
depended on fishing for a living, to
move out.
“The migration of the Marsh Arabs towards the city is bad news for
the area. I am doubtful that they
will ever return, even if the marshes were restored to their previous
state. They simply got used to city
life,” said environmental journalist
Ahmad Saadi.
Water levels in the marshes are
1.1 metres, compared to 2.7 metres
in the 1990s. The demise of the Iraqi
marshes has been compared by the
United Nations to the deforestation
of the Amazon.
Iraq’s efforts to restore the wetland came a bit “too late” when Iraq

signed the international treaty for
the conservation and sustainable
use of wetlands, Ramsar, in 2007,
according to Jassem Assadi, environmental expert with the Ahwar
al-Iraq organisation.
A key commitment of Ramsar
member countries is to identify
suitable wetlands and take steps
necessary to manage them effectively and maintain their ecological
character.
“In Iraq, one part of al-Ahwar
called Howiza was selected as a
Ramsar site and Ahwar al-Iraq was
contracted by the Ministry of Environment to design a plan to manage the site,” Assadi said. “We have
sought the assistance of Canadian
experts and proposed a plan of ac-

tion which was accepted along with
Iraq’s membership.”
Samira Abed Shabib, directorgeneral of the project for restoring
al-Ahwar at the Ministry of Water
Resources, said the ministry reopened water channels feeding the
wetlands in 2004 after they had
been blocked for several years.
“The resuscitation of al-Ahwar
has become a national demand and
Iraq’s signing of the Ramsar convention has increased momentum
to restore the wetlands to its former
glory,” Abed Shabib said.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

Lebanese initiative born out of the trash crisis
Samar Kadi

Beirut

P

iles of garbage blocking
streets and the nauseating
stench of putrefied waste
could very well be a source
of inspiration. It definitely
inspired Rima Salameh, a journalist
turned eco-warrior, whose Recycle
Today for a Better Tomorrow initiative is gaining momentum a year
after the garbage crisis in Lebanon
sparked public protests and unrest
that nearly brought down the country’s government.
While recycling at the source is a
well-established practice in many
countries, it is not very widespread
in Lebanon where all types of
waste, except for hazardous hospital materials, are dumped in landfills. Salameh’s initiative aimed at
introducing recycling at the source
to reduce the amount of waste sent
for final disposal.
“The garbage crisis triggered
something in me. I felt it was outrageous that in this century you still
face such a crisis so I said to myself
I should do something,” Salameh
said.

Salameh is determined
to expand a culture of
recycling.
Lebanon’s trash crisis erupted in
July 2015 when the country’s main
Naameh landfill was closed with no
plans in place to absorb the daily refuse from the Beirut area’s 2 million
residents. In March, the government approved an emergency plan
to open three landfills near Beirut
as a temporary solution.

Recycling boxes are being prepared before distribution to
businesses, shops and restaurants along Beirut’s Rue Verdun.
Salameh first targeted her immediate neighbourhood and the
offices of the Daily Star newspaper
where she was employed.
“I got a paper company to provide free recycling boxes and the
garbage collection company, Sukleen, to collect the recyclable paper
from the office,” she said. “At home,
I talked to neighbours, put up signs
and provided recycling guides to
residents in my buildings and two
adjacent blocks to teach them sorting their rubbish and had a company come once a week to pick up the
recyclables and it worked.”
Reduce waste, reuse where possible and recycle everything that can
be recycled is the bottom line that

drives Salameh’s initiative.
“The aim is to save as much as
possible from trash going to the
landfill. It is a two-way recycling
stream including mixed paper and
cardboard, which would go in one
bag and other recyclables like glass,
metal and plastic that goes in another bag,” she said.
There are rules for recycling
that Salameh disseminated to her
neighbours and colleagues. “Recyclables should be clean — rinsed
a little under tap water — because
when paper, for instance, gets contaminated, even slightly, no one
would take it and it would end up
in the landfill.”
Salameh engaged residential,

business and commercial communities along Rue Verdun, a main
artery in Beirut, in recycling. She
enlisted the support of Beirut Municipality, the Verdun Traders and
Establishment Association and recycling company Re-Serving.
The 1km avenue includes a mix of
residential buildings, offices, cafés,
restaurants, shops, cinemas and
schools, which started recycling
their waste when the pilot project
was launched in January.
Salameh said: “I recruited volunteers from schools and universities
and trained them to help in raising awareness and disseminating
the project. They did door-to-door
campaigning, distributed flyers and
put up recycling posters before we
started the weekly collection of
recyclables, which is done by ReServing.”
Salameh distributed recycling
boxes to shops and businesses
along the street and put up outdoor
recycling bins on main corners.
Beirut Municipality allocated two
environment officers to monitor
proper implementation of recycling
directives, guide people and make
sure that they are not mixing up
garbage.
“It took a great deal of time and
effort,” Salameh said. “We had
trouble at the beginning as we were
seeing mixed garbage but with follow-up visits people started grasping the importance of recycling and
are more committed now.”
Salameh’s initiative was mostly
welcomed, especially by companies and businesses along Rue Verdun that produce a considerable
amount of paper waste. “We are
already recycling and have been
doing it for years,” noted Dania
Eido, an employee at Cedrus Bank.

“We have one box for papers that
we consume a lot at the bank. It is
a great idea and I hope people are
committed and doing it.”
Not all businesses showed as
much enthusiasm and commitment. “We have too much work
here. We forget to separate the
waste. We just don’t have time for
that,” commented a manager in a
cloth shop next to the bank.

“The garbage crisis
triggered something
in me.”

Rima Salameh, a journalist
turned eco-warrior
“It is not easy to have people
abide by instructions in a country
where even laws are constantly
violated,” remarked Ahmad, a
salesman in a watch shop. “People
complain about garbage piling up
but they do nothing about it. Some
even think that why should they
bother to help others, namely recycling companies, make profit.”
Salameh is determined to expand
a culture of recycling.
“Zero-waste Verdun is my target
with organic waste eventually going for composting,” she said. “Residents in other areas are following
us [on Facebook] and asking when
you will come to our neighbourhood.
“I wish everybody would start
recycling because, once garbage
is separated, we would be solving
half the problem. People, I believe,
have become more mature and
aware following the crisis. In other
countries the focus is no longer on
recycling but on reducing waste. In
Lebanon, we stay way behind but
for the time being it is a good start.”
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Jordan academy helps blind would-be painters
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

V

incent van Gogh, the
Dutch post-impressionist painter, said: “I dream
my painting and I paint
my dream.” His words
ring true for children at the Royal
Academy for the Blind in Jordan.
Inaugurated by King Abdullah II
and Queen Rania in 2011, the academy, in the northern Amman suburb of Tabarbour, educates 303 students aged 6-18. The Colour Reader
initiative, begun four years ago by
Jordanian artist Suheil Baqaeen,
attracts aspiring painters in the
school.
“I had this urge through the academy to work hand-in-hand with
students who dream of becoming
painters,” Baqaeen said.

The academy, in the
northern Amman
suburb of Tabarbour,
educates 303 students
aged 6-18.
“We started with a couple of
students and I found out that they
have the talent needed to make a
difference. The key was working on
their dreams and their will to find a
place in the society.”
According to Baqaeen, the first
students in the programme became
interested in painting and wanted
to spend most of their time at the
academy painting and colouring.
Baqaeen capitalised on their
strong sense of smell. For instance,
the lemon scent of a pen allowed
the students to know its colouring
was yellow; red is distinguished by
a cherry smell.
“This method helped them to expand their horizon and bring their
courage to the surface in selecting
more colours and more combinations for their paintings,” Baqaeen
said of the 18 scented colours provided.

Jordanian artist Suheil Baqaeen teaches students at the Royal Academy for the Blind how to paint. (Photo by Nader Daoud)
The students use various media
and textures from acrylics to oil
paints and pastels to create pieces
of art based on their imaginations.
Lana Bani Musa, 11, said painting has become a big part of her life
because of the programme. “Painting is a passion and my ray of light.
That is why I decided to write a story, which I hope will inspire others,”
she said.
She noted that her story, The
Scent of a Colour, is about overcoming hardships and partly mirrors her
own life.
The story focuses on a blind student who loves to paint but whose
teacher does not allow him to do so
because of his disability. The boy is
approached by an artist who teach-

es him how to paint using his senses
other than sight.
Reflecting on Baqaeen’s teaching,
Lana said the students were “happy” to be capable of differentiating
between the various colours.
With a brush in one hand and
paint in the other, Esra, 16, said she
was excited to be doing something
that made her feel a part of society.
“It’s hard to describe the feeling but
it’s like we’re artists with a mission
to paint. I painted a garden with
flowers and butterflies and they tell
me it is a very pretty garden,” she
said.
Asad Omari, 15, echoed Esra’s enthusiasm.
“I never thought that I would be
able to see colours and relate to

them through thinking of fruit,” he
said. “Now, I paint, thanks to artist
Baqaeen, who is helping us step-bystep to make our dreams a reality.”
Twenty-two of Baqaeen’s students had their works displayed at
the Jordan Museum May 18th in celebration of World Museum day.
According to the World Health
Organisation, an estimated 285 million people are visually impaired.
Of the total, 39 million are totally
blind. Unofficial figures put the
number of visually impaired people
at 30,000 in Jordan.
Academy director Abdul Menum
Dweiri said learning to paint was
among the many opportunities
available to the students.
“Students are becoming more

confident regarding what they
imagine and transfer their ideas
through the colours into the paintings as today if they want to colour
the sky blue then they coloured it
blue without the help of anyone but
their sense of smell,” he said.
“We have different departments
headed by the academic section,
which teaches the syllabus of the
Ministry of Education in addition to
the supportive sections, including
a section for the partially sighted,
sensual training, functional therapy, mobility and movement, computer, music room and a day-to-day
activities section.”
Roufan Nahhas is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Jordan.

Iraqi youth initiatives signal active role of civil society
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

W

e Listen in Order to Read and
Dar Dor are
educational
initiatives undertaken by three Iraqi women
for the benefit of blind people and
other students, indicating a growing active civil society in a country
where public, social and educational services have been wrecked
by years of war and unrest.
Hoda al-Janabi, Sarah Jalal and
Zeinab Mehdy are young professionals who share a passion for
reading and felt the need to step
in where the government has been
unable to deliver. Janabi, 26, concentrated on facilitating access to
poetry and bestsellers to the blind.
Jalal and Mehdy, also in their mid20s, sought to assist students with
difficulties in regular studies.
“The idea of recording my voice
while reciting poems and recounting books in both Arabic and English came to me by coincidence,”
Janabi said of We Listen in Order
to Read. “Being passionate about
books and reading, which I feel it
is a must for everyone regardless
of their condition, I could not but
feel sad thinking how much people who have lost their eyesight
are missing out on good literature
and stories.
“Seeing a blind man crossing
the street while I was on my way
to the doctor in Shatt Hula (south
of Baghdad) was the trigger, especially that in Iraq Braille books
are hardly available. I wanted to

Dar Dor page on facebook
give them access to literature that
they know about but do not have a
chance to read or listen to.”
The medical school student
was further encouraged in her endeavour by the positive response
she received. “Many asked me to
record specific bestsellers. Some
students requested tapes of English-language lectures, which I did
with the help of my mother,” she
said.

Janabi said she has recorded 11
bestsellers and several famous
Arabic poems and reflections but
was unable to win financial support from the government or private sources.
She said, though, she was not
discouraged. “I am planning with
a friend of mine to set up a website
in English and Arabic from which
all the recordings could be downloaded. I hope this will encourage

others to contribute in disseminating the culture of audio readings
for those who need it,” she said.
Financial constraints kept Janabi from participating in last year’s
TEDxBaghdad conference, a global platform for ideas worth spreading.
TEDxBaghdad President Yehya
Abdali pointed out that there is
a high demand for conference
participation, especially among
young Iraqis, making it difficult to
find room for all.
“Up to 98% of participants are
young Iraqis longing to expose
their ideas and inventions through
our yearly platform. We have received some 800 applications last
year and the number is constantly
increasing,” Abdali said.
“We are trying as much as possible to spread and promote those
ideas and creations in a progressive and scientific way making
them accessible to the West for
them to follow up and select what
they think is the best.”
“The chapter’s role is limited to
assisting participants in the promotion and dissemination of their
ideas. As for the financial support,
it is upon every participant to secure depending on how serious he
or she is in developing their work
in order to attract international attention and interest,” he added.
Dar Dor, an initiative put together by Jalal, a communication engineer, and Mehdy, a technologist,
is as ambitious as Janabi’s. The
women, who are regular visitors
to al-Mutanabi Street, Baghdad’s
cultural hub, set up a website and
created an application to help students with learning difficulties.
“The idea came after we had

several encounters with parents
seeking school books on al-Mutanabi Street to reinforce the learning
capacities of their children. We
did an investigation and found
out that the majority have been
complaining about the high cost of
private tutoring in addition to the
prices of regular school books that
constitute a real burden on their
limited budget,” Jalal said.

The women, who are
regular visitors to
al-Mutanabi Street,
Baghdad’s cultural
hub, created an
application to help
students with learning
difficulties.
The curricula and classes can
easily be downloaded. To access
them, users need to buy a chip
that costs about $7, a negligible amount compared to private
teachers’ fees that can be more
than $430 per subject.
Mehdy noted that the pair was
pleasantly surprised by the private
teachers’ positive reception of the
project. “Many (teachers) have
offered to interact with the students through a special window
on the website,” she said.
The project currently covers
curricula of secondary classes but
the aim is to include classes in
all grades. “We lacked sufficient
financial and human resources
to expand the project which has
cost us $20,000 so far. We did not
have enough means to cover all
curricula and had to limit ourselves to the secondary classes,”
Mehdy said.
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Amman’s Restaurant of Mercy opens to all faiths
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

A

n example of compassion and coexistence
between Muslims and
Christians,
Amman’s
Restaurant of Mercy,
which serves hundreds of free
meals a day to the needy, adding
special iftar meals for Muslims
breaking fast during Ramadan.
An initiative founded in Amman’s
Jabal Luweibdeh neighbourhood
by Catholic Church charity Caritas
Jordan, the restaurant provides
more than 500 meals a day year
round and adapted to receive Muslims during Ramadan in 2015.
“It was established to disseminate the message of mercy and it
was on the occasion of the launch
of the year of mercy announced by
Pope Francis,” said Dana Shaheen,
head of communications at Caritas
Jordan.
Besides iftar, Caritas offers five
banquets in the holy season, in
coordination with the Ministry of
Social Development. Caritas Jordan
provides humanitarian assistance
to 4,000 Jordanian families, including food packages and hygiene
items, Shaheen said.

An example of
compassion and
coexistence between
Muslims and
Christians is Amman’s
Restaurant of Mercy.
Queen Rania, the wife of Jordan’s
King Abdullah II, recently visited
Caritas Jordan and toured its various activities, including the Restaurant of Mercy. The queen talked
with staff members and volunteers
as they prepared an iftar meal.
“We are proud that the queen vis-

ited us,” Shaheen said. “The royal
visit gave us inspiration to work
even harder and expand our work,
especially the Restaurant of Mercy,
to other governorates.
“It might be a dream but we will
work on it.”
The restaurant opened in December 2014 in the presence of Amman
Mayor Akel Biltaji, who praised it
for promoting coexistence, love,
peace and mercy from the heart of
Jordan.

More
than

92%

of Jordanians are
Sunni Muslims and
approximately 6% are
Christian.

Recently, the Reverend Rifat
Bader, the director of the Catholic
Centre for Studies and Media, said:
“This region is filled with wars and
daily killings and we want to light a
candle of hope in our societies. This
restaurant carries the word ‘Mercy’
and this word is found in all religions.”
More than 92% of Jordanians are
Sunni Muslims and approximately
6% are Christians, according to
church estimates, although official and casual estimates are much
lower.
Fasting during Ramadan is one of
the five duties of Islam. The month,
the ninth and holiest month of the
Islamic calendar, is believed to be
when the Quran was revealed to the
Prophet Mohammad.
Abu Mohammed, in his 60s, who
was initially shy to talk to The Arab
Weekly, expressed in simple words:
“We are one people.”
“It is a human deed towards another human and religion should
not play a part at all. A long time

Volunteers serve food to anyone who enters the Restaurant of Mercy in Amman. (Photo by Nader Daoud)
ago, we never dealt with anyone
based on their religion. Muslims
and Christians always lived in harmony in Jordan,” he said as he
wiped his mouth and prepared to
leave but not before thanking God.
He vanished quickly into the crowd.
Abu Mohammed is one of the
hundreds of people who go to the
restaurant on a daily basis for the
iftar meal, which is supervised by
about 15 volunteers who welcome
everyone, even those shy to enter.
“We have seen many people feeling hesitant or shy to enter but we
try with a smile to ask them in and

day after day they became part of
the big family and this is our aim to
let them feel comfortable,” Shaheen
said.
“It is open for everyone. The
restaurant sends a message to the
whole world that Jordan is a model
where Islam and Christianity live
in peace and that our country has
these deep values that make it different from other countries. This is
unity at its best.”
Abu Raafat, a shop owner near
the famous Paris Square in Jabal
Luweibdeh, said the area has always been united and in peace.

“I think the restaurant sends a
message to all people that, no matter what your religion is, there are
certain things in life that bring us
together. Luweibdeh has always
been a cradle for culture and we
welcome any initiative that helps
people in need,” he said.
The restaurant joins hundreds
of Mawaid Al Rahman — Arabic for
“Banquets of the Gracious” – iftar
meals that are open for the public
and became popular in the Arab
world during Ramadan as people
and companies offer free meals to
the poor.

Open Iftar brings Londoners together
Nadine Sayegh

London

W

hen the Eid moon
is spotted over London, the Open Iftar
in one leafy street
will close, having
welcomed hundreds of people of all
faiths.
The Open Iftar at Malet Street
Gardens in the heart of London
is the flagship programme of the
Ramadan Tent Project (RTP), a community-led initiative dedicated to
building bridges between people.
Established three years ago as a
student idea at London’s School of
Oriental and African Studies, it has
expanded to six cities across the
world, including Istanbul, Portland,
Toronto and Ndola in Zambia.

Manchester and
Plymouth also hosted
Open Iftars this year,
along with a clutch of
other cities around the
world.
Two other British cities also have
Open Iftars but Malet Street Gardens
is the only one to determinedly feed
the homeless and the general public
the whole month of Ramadan. The
others run for shorter periods. It is
part of RTP’s goal to cater to people
in need and promote cross-community cohesion between Muslims and
other faiths.
At Malet Street Gardens, Muslims come together to break their
fast each day. Other activities such
as “raising awareness about Islam,
connecting neighbours and ensuring charitable endeavours continue” are also facilitated, according to
RTP’s mission statement.
“Iftar is a very integral part of

Iftar at Ramadan Tent Project. (Photo by Rooful Ali)
Ramadan — coming together and
breaking fast — so I thought, apart
from going to coffee shops with
friends or family’s houses, there
was nothing like this in the city,”
said Omar Salha, who founded the
project.
“I thought there is a need to join
people together during the holy
month. My inspiration came from
Turkey, in Istanbul, where they
have an abundance of tents. The
imagery of it and the idea of such a
scene in London really drove me.”
Ruqaiya Hassan, a student, said

she’s something of a veteran of the
event. “This is my third year visiting
the tent and I really enjoy the community atmosphere of RTP,” she
said. “Praying in congregation with
everyone in the outdoors reminds
you of the reasons behind fasting
and instils the Ramadan spirit even
more.”
RTP works to promote interfaith dialogue, inviting other faith
leaders to address the gathering in
speeches called Tent Talks.
RTP head of communications
Ahmed Ghoneim recalled meet-

ing a man who “looked worn out,
lacking hope due to his misfortune
that had led him to homelessness”.
He became a regular at the Open
Iftar and, by the end of Ramadan
2014, the man said his life had been
turned around.
“He gave the closing speech of the
iftar a day before the Eid, proudly
wearing a volunteer’s T-shirt and
standing with us as someone whose
journey, heart and smile will forever
be respected and never forgotten,”
Ghoneim said.
In a sign that the Open Iftar is an

idea that is easily transported to different locations, Manchester and
Plymouth hosted them this year,
along with a clutch of cities in different parts of the world.
Ghoneim said that RTP wants
a presence in all big British cities
even as it works to grow “as a budding global initiative” that remains
relevant after Ramadan ends.
Nadine Sayegh is a freelance
journalist based between Dubai and
Beirut, focusing on society, culture
and regional politics.
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Saudi Arabia to restore cultural sites
Angus McDowall

Asir, Saudi Arabia

I

f Rijal Almaa, a stone village
tucked into a fold of Saudi
Arabia’s southern mountains,
showcases the polished endpoint of new efforts in the kingdom to preserve cultural heritage,
the hamlet of Watan Emsoudah represents the difficulties faced.
Its low-covered alleyways lie thick
with debris of decades of abandonment, some stone roofs have caved
in and thistles grow high between
the hamlet’s walls. Near the entrance three men work to save a
house.
Saudi Arabia has allocated nearly
$1 billion to preserve its heritage in
a reform plan but, after decades of
neglect and in some cases deliberate destruction, saving its cultural
treasures will prove complex and
expensive.
While the funds were allocated
in a National Transformation Programme unveiled in June, no details
were given as to how it would be
spent and the only tourism projects
listed in the plan were for a few large
sites.

Restoring cultural
sites occupied a
prominent place in
Deputy Crown Prince
Mohammed bin
Salman bin
Abdulaziz’s Vision
2030 reform.
“For maybe 40 years we stopped
using these old houses and every
five years you need to rehabilitate
them,” said Abdulaziz al-Ghanem
representative of Asir’s architectural
heritage centre at the government’s
General Commission for Tourism
and Antiquities. “I hope we get more
money. We need it.”
Rehabilitating Watan Emsoudah,
the village in Asir province swaddled by terraced fields in a shallow bowl on a mountain plateau,
will cost around $1.6 million, said
Ibrahim al-Almiy, a former history

teacher and the local investor behind the projects.
Although Riyadh is a low-rise
sprawl of highways and modern,
concrete shopping malls, the towns
of the Red Sea coast and the southern highlands still contain fine
buildings in their historic old quarters.
In its efforts to end reliance on oil
for economic wealth, Riyadh wants
to invest in tourism, aiming to increase spending by Saudis at home
instead of on holidays abroad and
by pilgrims to Mecca at other attractions around the country.

Saving Saudi Arabia’s
cultural treasures will
prove complex and
expensive.
There is also an ideological agenda to such efforts: Restoring cultural
sites occupied a prominent place
in Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz’s Vision 2030 reform plan as a means of
boosting national pride.
The spectacular rock-hewn Nabatean tombs of Madain Saleh, the
ornate façades of Jeddah’s coralbuilt old town and the ancient rock
art hidden among boulders in the
northern deserts constitute an inheritance unique to the kingdom.
Ironically, given the focus on religious tourism, recent destruction
has mostly been in Mecca. Its old
houses, including some dating to
the time of the Prophet Mohammad,
have been razed for development
projects to increase pilgrimage.
That approach was partly a result
of the austere local Sunni Muslim
tradition, which regards the veneration of objects, including buildings
associated with Islam’s earliest days,
as tantamount to idolatry. The focus
on national and even pre-Islamic
heritage shows one way in which religious strictures are loosening.
The road from Watan Emsoudah
to Rijal Almaa descends Mount Souda in hairpin bends as the juniper
scrub of the cool upper slopes gives
way to the humid heat of the Red
Sea coastal plain.

Archaeological site of Al-Hijr, also known as Madain Saleh, in northern Saudi Arabia, was added in
2008 to UNESCO’s World Heritage List.
The example of Rijal Almaa,
where investment of $1 million over
the past three years has created
from the village an attraction that is
prominently featured in Asir province’s tourist literature, shows how
restoration projects can succeed.
Its spectacular setting in a mountain valley and the towering size of
its stone houses, decorated with
chequerboard patterns in quartz
give it advantages some other old
villages lack. Almiy said this model
could be emulated.
Money is a big problem. Almiy,
who lived in an old house in Rijal
Almaa until the age of 16, is an independent investor and his projects
were carried out in partnership with
government agencies, which provided some funds and official blessing.
Still, the government has invested
so little in local heritage that it does
not even have a register of traditional architecture in Asir or neighbouring provinces where most towns and

villages have crumbling old houses.
It is a pattern repeated across the
country: In Najran, a fertile valley
running between steep dry hills into
the Empty Quarter desert, clusters
of adobe tower houses with distinctive horizontal ribs nestle among the
fields.
Some are clearly looked after by
their owners but most are slowly
eroding, their lack of care causing such structural damage that
wide cracks are opening down their
flanks or that the towers are listing
dangerously.
The spending envisaged on tourism and heritage in the new reform
plans, however, seems likely to focus mostly on big projects. Widescale investment is planned near
Madain Saleh and on some Red Sea
islands rich in marine wildlife.
Saudi heritage was given a boost
in 2014 when the UN cultural body
UNESCO listed old Jeddah as a World
Heritage Site. It presents some of the
same preservation challenges as the

villages of Asir, where, like in Jeddah, most old houses are privately
owned and some are in grave disrepair.
“When I was young we didn’t
know the importance of these buildings. In those days we cheered when
they knocked them down for a new
road but now we have managed to
safeguard the architecture,” said
Sami Nawar, mayor of Jeddah’s old
city.
The UNESCO listing has helped
to ensure a brighter future for old
Jeddah’s 600 historic houses, built
of coral and with delicate wooden
screens ornamenting their imposing
façades. It galvanised state investment and a restoration plan.
In Asir, any such holistic approach
appears a long way off. “Saving our
heritage is a national project. It’s for
the whole nation but I don’t think
there’s going to be any investment
soon,” said Almiy.
(Distributed by Reuters)

Mideast world heritage destroyed but not only by ISIS
Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he entire spectrum of human history is being systematically wiped out as
the Islamic State (ISIS)
wrecks the region’s rich
cultural diversity, experts on policy
and heritage said.
Their complaint came as the international community prepared to
meet in Turkey on July 10th to review the conservation of properties
listed as World Heritage Sites.
The cultural genocide, which provides a unique window into the dark
and deadly ideology that drives
ISIS, was reviewed at a discussion
in London on heritage and theft in
Syria and Iraq by three prominent
academics.

“The UN and
UNESCO have not
come up with any
constructive
response to what is
happening.”
Neil Brodie, an archaeologist
specialising in illicit trade in
antiquities
Benjamin Isakhan, associate professor of Politics and Policy Studies
and chief investigator on the Heritage Destruction in Iraq and Syria
project at Deakin University, Australia, said the sites being attacked
in the Middle East and North Africa
span all of human history — from an-

cient Mesopotamia to Greek, Roman
and Byzantine sites and important
Islamic landmarks from the Abbasid
caliphate and Ottoman empire.
“We are talking about the active
targeting of those sites that belong
to the region’s rich heritage, including Yazidi, Christian, Kurdish, Sufi
and Turkmen and other ethno-religious minorities who have lived in
the region for thousands of years
contributing to the cultural mosaic
that makes up the Middle East,” he
said. “We also have wanton attacks
on secular state institutions like
museums, libraries and archives.
“In the frame of this monumental
extent of heritage destruction the
international community and the
international media have struggled
and fumbled in order to be able to
react and the academic community
is not much better and has not come
up with a convincing way of interpreting what is going on.”
Isakhan drew attention to the ISIS
capture of a string of Assyrian Christian villages along the Khabur river
in northern Syria where all the key
churches were burned. He said the
Armenian church in Syria’s Deir ezZor, which housed the significant
archives from the 1915 killing of
1.5 million Armenians in Ottoman
Turkey, was destroyed and in the
village of Tal Nasri a church of the
Virgin Mary was blown up. This occurred in February 2015 at the same
time that the Mosul museum was
destroyed.
Spectacular attacks against Shia
heritage sites have been perpetrated, including the gold-domed
Sayyida Zeinab mosque and shrine

The Armenian church in Deir ez-Zor in eastern Syria, destroyed by
ISIS.
in Damascus and al-Qarni mosque
and shrine in the ISIS stronghold of
Raqqa.
“These sites are very deliberately
attacked as proxies for the fight
against the government in Syria,
the Shia-dominated government in
Baghdad and the broader geopolitical struggle against Iran and other
Shia entities such as Hezbollah and
various Shia militias,” Isakhan said.
Sites seen as blasphemous, such
as Nimrud, the ancient Assyrian city
of Nineveh and the Roman city of
Palmyra in Syria, were not spared.
Many are UNESCO World Heritage
Sites predating Islam.

“ISIS will loot, sell and make significant profits of any artefact they
can move,” Isakhan said. “Then
they would destroy all the remains
in the name of their severe religious
doctrine. In these contradictions we
find the cynical emptiness of their
rhetoric and may point to the seeds
of their undoing.”
Neil Brodie, an archaeologist who
has spent 20 years researching illicit
trade in antiquities, told the meeting that for more than 10 years “the
archaeological heritage of the Middle East has been ransacked and
looted and the antiquities sold in
the markets of Europe and North

America.”
“We have failed to tackle this
problem in any effective way and
now we are seeing the endgame of
failing to get a grip on this problem
ten years ago,” Brodie said. “The UN
and UNESCO have not come up with
any constructive response to what is
happening.”
Brodie pointed out that archaeological sites in Iraq have been looted
since the first Gulf war in 1990 and
the theft intensified after the 2003
war. He said the focus on ISIS had
turned attention from the problem
of looting occurring throughout the
region.
From 1991-98, Canadian Customs
seized 54 large mosaics from Syria
that were looted with the alleged
connivance of the regime of Syrian
President Bashar Assad. The greatest amount of looting in Syria was in
sites in areas controlled by the Kurdish opposition.
“If you focus on ISIS you overlook
a large part of the problem because
everybody is looting,” Brodie said.
Professor Toby Dodge, director of
the Middle East Centre at the London School of Economics, noted
that the massive destruction of heritage was happening against a background of state collapse, civil war,
overt international intervention in
Iraq, covert intervention in Syria
and the rise of radical Islamism that
has taken as one of its many targets
antiquities and cultural symbolism.
Karen Dabrowska is a Londonbased contributor to the Culture
and Society section of The Arab
Weekly.
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Carthage exhibition makes
history accessible to youth
Roua Khlifi

Carthage

T

he National Museum
of Carthage opened its
doors at night in late
June for visitors to enjoy
special lighting and videos in the museum as part of the
Mapping of Carthage: The Nocturnal Path exhibit.
The installation combined contemporary art video and music to
celebrate the history of Tunisia.
At the entrance of the courtyard,
visitors were guided by lights and
music through the path of installations. Once the darkness dissipated, visitors were in front of the
great pillars in the hall, which were
coloured by lights to replicate how
they appeared in ancient times.

The installation
combined
contemporary art
video and music to
celebrate the history
of Tunisia.
Special lighting effects made
statues appear to be dressed in Punic and Roman outfits and a Punic
village was covered with projected
calligraphy. Children waited in line
to have their photo projected on
the missing head of a statue of a
Punic child.
“The idea came about when I
noticed, through discussions with
others, that young people are not
interested in history and museums
anymore and that stones alone do
not induce feelings for young people to relate to,” said event organ-

iser Hatem Drissi.
“We thought it would be interesting to think of a way to include
new technologies, new tools to get
them attracted through a medium
they like. We thought, ‘Why not
use this tool to highlight the beauty of our history.’”
Drissi, in partnership with the
Ministry of Culture and video mapping agency Design Lab, designed
the exhibition as an attempt to encourage people to reconnect with
history and culture.
The installation used music and
light to restore the colours of artefacts as well as to “rebuild” missing parts of statues and buildings.
Statues appeared to be dressed in
outfits and colours of their eras.
The installation included animation videos and interactive enhancement of the ruins of Carthage
through projected colour and calligraphy.
“This project is of both cultural
and scientific value as it addresses
the history of the country as well
as the relationship between young
people and the history and culture
of their country,” Drissi said. “The
idea is to introduce these forgotten
works of art to young people. We
added colours to the works of art
to simulate the original colours of
statues and buildings.
“According to research and studies I have done, they were not
white in their original state so we
worked on colour pigmentation.
The visuals seen on the works of
art are displayed in a way that resembles the colours of antiquity
and how they were originally depicted and built.”
The project aimed to promote
cultural heritage in an appealing

way to younger people through
new media, such as video mapping. It also attempts to explain
history and patrimony.
“The goal is to democratise access to art and museums, to democratise sculptures, and to promote an access to history that is
fast and pertinent so people understand our heritage.

Special lighting effects
made statues appear
to be dressed in Punic
and Roman outfits.
“Some people don’t even know
their history so this medium can
function as a pedagogical tool so
visitors can differentiate between
Roman, Punic and other eras. It is
part of educating people about history,” Drissi said.
Drissi said he hopes to expand
the experience to other museums
in Tunisia as well as archaeological
sites.
“This event will inaugurate a series of other video mapping shows
in other museums and archaeological sites,” he said. “As long as
there are young people who are
willing to introduce some change
in the policy of culture, we hope
to continue with such initiatives.”
Drissi said.
“Before, we had a classical approach to patrimony in which we
had events where experts lecture
about history and civilisations. It
is important now to include new
technologies in promoting patrimony. These are the points that we
need to work on for culture.”
Lobna Ajmi, a student, was waiting for a painting of the nine muses
and Diane, the goddess of hunt, to

Light installation made ancient statues appear to be dressed in
Roman and Punic outfits.
unravel as part of a video installation.
“It is quite original. It shows us
our history in a creative and entertaining way,” she said. “Younger
generations are not interested in
monuments and cultural events or
history, so, it is a new initiative using technological tools that is ap-

pealing to them.
“I encourage such initiatives. …
I hope it continues, to refresh the
spirit of the place and introduce
people to history.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

There is not enough satire in the Arab world

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

W

ith doleful
predictability,
the Islamic
State (ISIS), the
brutal extremist group,
called for a wave of attacks to
“paralyse” Europe just days after
Britain voted to leave the
European Union. Separately,
however, jihadists transmitted a
less dark post-Brexit note via
Telegram, the cloud-based
instant messaging service. It
read: “The mujahideen will keep
their cells in UK separate from
EU in respect of #Brexit”.
Got it? The joke is on Britain
and the message is almost funny
enough to make one forget that
its senders are not jolly types. Assorted jihadists, but ISIS fighters
especially, are prone to decapitate
their enemies, burn them alive in
a cage and teach young children
how to hunt and kill prisoners in
a gruesome version of hide-andseek. ISIS has been known to turn
its victims’ painful death into a
cross between a perverted propaganda film and spectator sport for
social media networks.
And yet, “the mujahideen”
seem to have a decided sense of
humour. Admittedly, it is gallows
humour of the sort that sees the
comic side only in the misfortune
of others but it betrays a sardonic
sophistication about how fast the

Both sarcasm and
satire draw attention
to weaknesses – in
people, societies, whole
pathologies.

world changes. It could be argued
that by satirising Britain’s attempt
to be separate from the European
Union, those “mujahideen” were
puncturing the West’s inflated
bubble of pomposity about liberal
international cooperation.
Satire is a powerful tool. It banishes fear by making the high and
mighty seem puny and ridiculous. When you laugh, you are no
longer afraid. That is the message
Egypt’s most famous contemporary satirist Bassem Youssef
recently took to Tunisia.
On stage, Youssef lampooned
the conspiracy theorists of three
separate Egyptian governments
— Hosni Mubarak, Muhammad
Morsi and Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
All peddled ludicrous, practically
identical paranoia, he said. He
hailed Tunisia as the birthplace
of the “Arab spring”, “otherwise
known as the Arab Disappointment”.
He laughingly rejected the
idea that the 2011 Egyptian
uprising was “inspired” by
Tunisia’s revolution. It was
actually a form of competitive attention-seeking,
he dead-panned. And he
extolled the Arab world’s
extraordinary mastery of
the dictator “brand”. There’s
simply no other part of the
planet that has acquired quite so
much expertise with dictators, he
told Tunisians straight-faced. It
might even be a core strength that
deserves to be trademarked.
If there is any measure of
Youssef’s effectiveness, it is this:
He has millions of fans across
the Arab world but can no longer
live and work there. Instead, he is
based in the United States.
Youssef is hardly the first Arab
with a funny bone to be harried
in his homeland for poking fun at

vainglorious strongmen, radically
perverted Islamists and immoral
guardians of purity.
Authoritarian regimes fear
satire — stand-up comedy and cartoons — because, unlike sarcasm,
it roots for positive change by
exposing follies and weaknesses
with humour. Both sarcasm and
satire draw attention to weaknesses — in people, societies,
whole pathologies — but sarcasm
seeks to belittle and
bring down; satire
to raise up.

The tragedy
of the Arab
world is
that there is
not enough
satire.

A 2014 file picture shows Egyptian satirist and
television host Bassem Youssef announcing the
end of his TV show.

This imbues it with a purity that
can serve as a psychedelic for the
young and idealistic.
The tragedy of the Arab world
is that there is not enough satire,
that matchless weapon in the fight
against political injustice, societal
inequity and systemic decay.
A mocking portrayal of Morocco’s
king can be grounds for imprisonment. Rulers of the Gulf states are
rarely caricatured by cartoonists
on location, so to speak. There is
Youssef, of course, who is often
described as Egypt’s Jon Stewart,
and is safely in exile. And there is
Fahad Albutairi, who is dubbed the
Jerry Seinfeld of Saudi Arabia, and
strictly stays away from satirising
royalty and religion.
Syria’s Ali Farzat had to flee to
Kuwait after the Syrian uprising
because he started to draw Syrian
President Bashar Assad as his people saw him. For example, he portrayed Assad awkwardly perched
on a broken chair as things increasingly became a pain in the backside.
More humiliatingly, he depicted
the president as a small figure in
front of a mirror, which reflects him
back as the stereotypical political
strongman. The cartoon that really
got him into trouble, however, was
Assad trying to thumb a lift from
Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi.
Some say that the best way to
be a popular satirist in the Arab
world is to be like Egypt’s Lenin elRamly, who is famous throughout
the region but takes great care not
to stamp too hard on the political
bunions of various regimes.
Funnily, for satire, that is rather
sad.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly. Her
blog can be found at www.rashmee.
com and she is on Twitter:
@rashmeerl.
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Agenda

Beiteddine:
July 8th-August 9th
The Beiteddine Art Festival, in
picturesque Beiteddine in the
Chouf mountains, has a variety
of performances, including
opera, concerts, theatre and
art exhibitions. The festival
welcomes more than 50,000
visitors, as well as numerous
star performers. Buika, Seal and
Kadim Al Sahir are to perform at
this year’s festival.

Agadir:
July 13th-16th
The 13th Timitar Festival will
take place in Rabat and feature
international and local performers. The event includes international artists and bands such as
Idir, Nass El Ghiwane and many
others.

Outside the Umayyad Mosque in the Syrian capital, Damascus.

Great Mosque of Damascus:
A destination for tourists and popes
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

W

hen pope John Paul
II travelled to Syria
in 2001, he visited
the Great Mosque of
Damascus, known
as the Umayyad Mosque, the fourth
oldest sanctuary of Islam. His visit
to the main tourist attraction in
the heart of old Damascus was the
first by a Roman Catholic pope to a
mosque.
In addition to being a magnificent
structure celebrating Islamic and
Arab architecture, the mosque is believed to enshrine the head of John
the Baptist. The site was an important pilgrimage destination in the
Byzantine era before the mosque
was built by Umayyad Caliph alWalid on the ruins of an old church.
“The Umayyad Mosque is among
the most important Islamic landmarks in the world,” said archaeologist Mahmoud al-Sayyed. “It
is, in fact, the only comprehensive
monument that remains untouched
from the era of Umayyad rule and
the oldest Islamic building that is
still conserved as is, without major modifications, since it was first
erected centuries ago.”
Built in the early eighth century,
the Umayyad Mosque was the first
mosque to include an alcove, reminiscent of its Christian origins. It
features the first minaret in Islam,
al-Arous, a square minaret, the
model that became widespread in
mosques in southern Spain and

North Africa.
“Few mosques have been preserved in the same structure and
the same original architectural features without additions or modifications,” Sayyed said. “The Umayyad Mosque is one of them.”
The spot where the mosque
stands originally had a temple dedicated to the Aramaean idol Hadad
about 3,000 years ago. When the
Romans ruled Damascus, a temple
was built for the worship of Jupiter.
It became a Christian church dedicated to John the Baptist in the Byzantine era.
Before the construction of the
mosque, Muslims and Christians
shared the building for worship,
each praying in different sections of
the structure. The collective use was
stopped under the reign of Walid,
when the prayer space became inadequate both in terms of capacity
and the need for an architectural
monument to represent Islam.
The caliph negotiated with Christian leaders to take over the space
and, in return, promised that all
other churches in the city would be
safe.
A unique feature of the Umayyad
Mosque is that the call for prayer —
the Azan — is done collectively by
more than one muezzin. The norm
is to have a single person doing the
call. “There are 23 muezzins in the
mosque but at the time of prayer
(five times a day) there are at least
eight to do the collective Azan,” explained mosque director Issam Sukkar.
“The reason is that the mosque
is so large and the muezzins would

each stand on a corner of the roof
to make the call heard in all the surrounding area. In the past, a big red
balloon was raised above the minaret of al-Arous to indicate the times
of prayer for those living far from
the mosque and who could not hear
the call. With the introduction of
electricity in the middle of the last
century the balloon tradition was
stopped while collective Azan remained.”

Before the
construction of the
mosque, Muslims
and Christians
shared the building
for worship.
The majestic mosque boasts three
minarets, including al-Arous to the
north, Issa to the south-east and the
Qaitbay, in reference to the Mamluk
sultan, to the south-west.
“The minaret of Issa was originally built on a tower of the old
(Roman) temple,” Sukkar said. “It is
the highest with an elevation of 77
metres. Qaitbay, which is an octagonal minaret, was largely destroyed
when Tamerlane conquered Damascus in 1401. It was rebuilt by Sultan
Qaitbay according to the Mamluk
style.”
After more than five years of
a devastating war in Syria, the
mosque has become a site for promenade and family outings more
than a place of worship or a tourist

spot. Every day hundreds of families flock to the mosque, sit on mats
spread on the marble floors of the
main courtyard and spend hours
chatting, playing and having a good
time.
“Old Damascus has become the
only breathing space that is relatively safe and where people can go for a
stroll and have some time out,” said
Ibrahim Issa, who was displaced
from his home on the front-line Damascus neighbourhood of Jobar.
“I often bring my wife and children to the mosque and (adjacent)
Hamidiya souks. At least there is
space for the children to play, unlike the flat we are renting, a mere
35 square metres with no sunlight.”
Majida Abdel Aziz, a teacher in
Damascus, said visiting the Umayyad Mosque has been a weekly ritual
since childhood. “This place has its
own sanctity and spirituality,” she
said. “It is a meeting place for all —
the rich and the poor, residents and
foreigners.”
The mosque’s courtyard once
served as a public place for serving
iftar, the sunset fast-breaking meal,
during Ramadan. Charities and rich
people offer free meals to the poor.
However, the ritual under which
up to 15,000 people were fed daily
stopped with the onset of war in
2011.
“In the past few years, the
mosque was hit by seven shells,
causing minor damage but we hope
places of worship would be spared
by fighters, so that we can relegate
such beautiful monuments for future generations to be proud of,”
Sukkar said.

Carthage:
July 13th-August 20th
The Carthage International Festival is one of the most compelling arts and cultural events in
North Africa, drawing a mix of
local and international performers to Tunisia over a period of
several weeks. It takes place at
the Carthage amphitheatre.

Jerash:
July 21st-30th
The Jerash Festival of Culture
and Arts, first put on in 1980,
transforms the ancient city of
Jerash into one of the world’s
liveliest cultural events. With
singers, poetry readings, ballet performances, symphony
orchestras and art shows, the
festival showcases Jordanian
culture in a host of different
venues.

Zouk Mikael:
July and August
Set in a renovated old souk in
Zouk Mikael, Lebanon, the annual Zouk Mikael International
Summer Festival features Arab
and international artists. All
styles of music from classical
and opera to blues and jazz
can be heard at the 2,500-seat,
Roman-style amphitheatre.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival takes
place in Edde Sands with more
than 90 artists from around
the world. Dance workshops
will be given in Salsa, Bachata,
Kizomba, cha cha cha, hip-hop,
Samba, Lambada, Oriental,
Dabke and Afro-Cubano. Performances are also scheduled.

Essaouira:
October 14th-16th
The natural setting for the
TV series Game of Thrones in
Essaouira, Morocco, is the backdrop for the first MOGA Festival
of electronic music and culture.
Festival-goers are invited to
performances, educational
workshops, beach parties, digital video installations and other
events.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

